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Abstract

Ferroelectric (FE) nanostructures have attracted considerable attention as our abilities
improve to synthesize them and to predict their properties by theoretical means. Depolarizing field effects at interfaces of FE heterostructures are particularly notable for causing
topological defects such as FE vortices and negative dielectric responses in superlattices.
In this thesis, I employ two large-scale atomistic techniques, the first-principles-based effective Hamiltonian (HEff) method and the linear-scaling three-dimensional fragment (LS3DF)
method. I use these methods to explore optical rotation in FE vortices, electro-optic effects in FE vortices and skyrmions, and voltage amplification via negative capacitance in
ferroelectric-paraelectric superlattices. We employ HEff in Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics schemes to maximize spontaneous optical rotation in a BaTiO3 /SrTiO3 nanocomposite [1]. For a small bias field, maximal optical rotation was realized at room temperature.
The result has acquired greater relevance since Ramesh and coworkers observed “emergent
chirality" in FE vortex arrays in PbTiO3 /SrTiO3 superlattices [2]. In a similar nanocomposite as above, we use the combined HEff and LS3DF method [3] to study how band gap
and band alignment evolves along the path from a polar-toroidal to an electrical skyrmion
state [4]. Temperature control of the vortex provides substantially larger range of control
of bandgap and band alignment than field control of the skyrmion. Using temperature and
electric fields to manipulate polarization and bond angle distortion in both constituent materials provides an additional handle for bandgap engineering in such nanostructures. We
then use HEff to study BaTiO3 /SrTiO3 superlattices as a platform for negative differential capacitance [5, 6]. We implement an atomistic framework amenable to simulation of
negative capacitance in strained superlattices. In these systems, we predict misfit epitaxial
strain control allows for broadly extending the operable temperature range for negative. By
manipulating this strain, we observed switching of negative capacitance behavior between
both constituent materials of the superlattice at low temperature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Materials characterization and synthesis are now sophisticated enough to create and control nanostructures with functional properties of great scientific and commercial importance.
Nanostructures made from ferroelectric materials exhibit particularly fascinating phases and
optoelectronic and electrical responses as they seek to reduce or eliminate the energetic
contributions of depolarizing fields. Topological defects in the electrical polarization field,
such as the electrical vortices theoretically predicted and eventually experimentally observed
over the course of the last fifteen years or the related electrical skyrmions, constitute one
class of these phases. Though initially recognized for their prospective memory applications, these defects can also result in emergent phenomena like optical activity and perhaps
unprecedented switching properties for device applications. In a more traditional application, ferroelectrics continue to be used in capacitors, but now in superlattices synthesized
down to the level of individual atomic layers. The groundbreaking possibility of exploiting
negative capacitance for voltage amplification in these superlattices, which involves the response of local polarization to local electric fields that incorporate depolarizing fields effects,
has attracted significant attention. In this thesis, we demonstrate how large-scale atomistic
techniques, such as the first-principles-based effective Hamiltonian method and linear-scaling
three-dimensional fragment (LS3DF) method, enable the design and optimization of ferroelectric nanostructures by computational means.
The formation of electrical vortices is marked by an order parameter, the electrical
toroidal moment. If the electrical toroidal moment couples to an electrical polarization
or strain, then these vortices become optically active: they rotate the plane of polarization
of linearly polarized light incident upon them. This theoretical possibility has even been observed by Ramesh and colleagues in PbTiO3 /SrTiO3 superlattices. In Chapter 3, emergent
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optical activity is studied in the different case of a periodic ferroelectric BaTiO3 nanowire
embedded in a dielectric SrTiO3 medium. We address the important question of controlling
such optical activity, in our case by changing temperature and applying combinations of
static and dynamic electric fields. We realize the conditions under which this optical activity is optimized, occurring at room temperature, improving the prospects for using the
phenomenon in real devices like optical circulators.
To use electrical vortices for switching in memory or optical devices based on heterostructures like the aforementioned nanocomposite, one must understand the temperature and
electric field dependence of their bandgap and related properties. In Chapter 4, we return to the nanocomposite architecture to show how temperature provides a much broader
range of control over the bandgap in electrical vortices than applied electric field in electrical skyrmions. We realize the possibility of controlling a global electronic property of a
ferroelectric nanostructure, the bandgap, by manipulating a local property, the bond angle
distortion of TiO6 octahedra in the SrTiO3 medium that is not ferroelectric in bulk. This
mechanism of control is an emergent property of such a ferroelectric heterostructure.
Effective Hamiltonian methods can improve our theoretical and practical understanding
of negative capacitance in ferroelectric superlattices. In Chapter 5, we simulate a periodic
[BaTiO3 ]8 /[SrTiO3 ]2 superlattice epitaxially grown along the [001] direction for a wide range
of misfit strains and temperatures. Making use of both old and new statistical formulas, we
calculate the internal dielectric constant that measures the response of the local displacement
field to the local internal electric field, resolved to the level of individual layers of BaTiO3
and SrTiO3 ; this quantity is negative where negative capacitance occurs. We articulate
the viewpoint that this local quantity in each layer determines the global capacitance in
the system. From a more practical viewpoint, we demonstrate how misfit strain provides a
wide range of temperatures over which negative capacitance can be stabilized and exploited
for enhanced capacitance. In addition, we predict a novel temperature-driven switching of
negative capacitance behavior between BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 layers of the superlattices for a
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range of misfit strains.
1.2 Structure of This Thesis
The main body of this thesis divides principally into four parts.
• Computational methods are reviewed in Chapter 2. We discuss first-principles-based
effective Hamiltonians for perovskites, with reference to a recently developed model for
(1 − x)Ba (Zr0.2 Ti0.8 ) O3 − x (Ba0.7 Ca0.3 ) TiO3 (BCTZ-x) solid solutions as an example.
We then consider the LS3DF method and related large-scale first-principles techniques.
• The optimization of gyrotropy in electrotoroidics is discussed in Chapter 3. We use
effective Hamiltonians to show how temperature and applied bias can be used to tune
the gyrotropic coefficient with a maximum response at room temperature in our system
at an appropriate (small) bias. Chapter 3 is a modified version of [1]; the appropriate
permissions to reproduce this work are documented in the Appendix.
• Bandgap control by temperature and applied electric field in ferroelectric vortices and
skyrmions is discussed in Chapter 4. Here we use both effective Hamiltonians and the
LS3DF method. Though it may be read independently, it is best to read Chapters 3
and 4 together. The chapter is a modified version of [4]; again, appropriate permissions
are documented in the Appendix.
• The theory and optimization of negative capacitance in BaTiO3 /SrTiO3 superlattices
with respect to temperature and misfit epitaxial strain are studied using effective
Hamiltonians in Chapter 5. We predict a novel switching of negative capacitance behavior from the BaTiO3 to the SrTiO3 layers at low temperature for a particular range
of misfit strains. The chapter is a modified version of [5, 6]; appropriate permissions
are discussed in the Appendix.
This thesis demonstrates the capability of effective Hamiltonian methods for large-scale
simulation of complex properties of (Ba,Sr)TiO3 nanostructures. A major theme is the use
3

of temperature control together with either applied electric field or misfit strain to switch the
localization of some property from one part of a heterostructure to another, e.g., changing
band alignment in a nanocomposite and negative capacitance switching. We also conduct
one of the first studies using GPU-accelerated ab initio methods for calculating electronic
properties of large systems.
Each case study offers considerable opportunities for extension. For the optimization
of gyrotropy, we can consider improvements in the methods applied: direct first-principles
calculations of gyrotropy coefficients and developing fluctuation formulas for gyrotropy coefficients. Alternative geometries, materials choices, and even gyrotropic devices based on
strain rather than electric fields may be considered. For bandgap control in ferroelectric
topological defects, a broad range of electrical boundary conditions remain unexamined.
For negative capacitance in ferroelectric superlattices, our analytical framework can be extended to more realistic electrical boundary conditions to simulate real capacitors and can
be developed in terms of frequency-dependent dynamical response.

4

Chapter 2
Computational Methods

In this chapter, we discuss the computational methods directly used in the case studies that comprise the later chapters: the first-principles-based effective Hamiltonian (HEff)
method for perovskites and the linear-scaling three-dimensional fragment (LS3DF) method
for large-scale electronic structure calculations.
2.1 First-Principles-Based Effective Hamiltonian
Effective Hamiltonian models have long played an important role in our understanding of
phase transitions and other phenomena in ferroelectric perovskites [12]. First-principlesbased effective Hamiltonians, in which the model parameters are obtained from direct firstprinciples calculations, were first used by Rabe & Joannopoulos in 1987 to study structural
phase transitions in the ferroelectric semiconductor germanium telluride [13, 14]. Though the
case of GeTe concerned distortions with respect to a high-temperature rock-salt structure, a
few essential aspects of the first-principles-based effective Hamiltonians for perovskites—or
as we shall sometimes refer to it, HEff— appeared there [15, 16].
• The energy surface is approximated by a low-order Taylor expansion in terms of atomic
displacements and strain deformations from the equilibrium structure (cubic for perovskite), consistent with both experiments and first-principles total-energy calculations. The approximation amounts to the saddle point method used in relating general
effective Hamiltonians to their corresponding Landau thermodynamic potential [17].
• The local mode approximation allows an anharmonic lattice Hamiltonian to be used.
The local mode of each unit cell is the projection of the ionic displacement onto the
polarization vectors of the Γ-point optical modes, relative to the equilibrium reference
structure. The Taylor expansion is made in powers of the local modes allowed by
symmetry, with intersite interactions to quadratic order only.
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• Onsite interactions are admitted up to some arbitrary order (at least fourth). A local
anharmonicity condition is maintained, whereby only on-site anharmonic interactions
are used, which are chosen so the anharmonic couplings for k = 0 modes are correctly
reproduced.
• Pseudopotential methods are generally favored for the requisite first-principles calculations, though not necessarily ultrasoft pseudopotentals now [18, 19].
In the mature scheme of King-Smith & Vanderbilt [15] and Zhong, Rabe, & Vanderbilt [16]
introduced in the 1990s, which we use, there are two notable changes.
• The modern theory of polarization made possible the accurate first-principles determination of the Born effective charges [20], enabling a proper treatment of long-range
dipole-dipole interactions.
• Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations rather than renormalization group
theory have become the standard techniques to numerically evaluate the effective
Hamiltonian.
Since their introduction, there have been many developments of HEff and related techniques. The majority of progress has been directed toward the perovskites, though a Hamiltonian was recently developed for the 2D monochalcogenide SnTe [21]. Several prototypical
and incipient ferroelectrics have been considered: BaTiO3 , PbTiO3 , KNbO3 , SrTiO3 , KTaO3 ,
and others [16, 22–25]. Solid solutions of Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT), (Ba,Sr)TiO3 (BST), and the
relaxors Ba(Zr,Ti)O3 and Pb(Mg1/3 Nb2/3 )O3 have been studied, among others [26–29]. Oxygen and cationic vacancies have been included [30, 31]. Octahedral tilts and magnetic or
multiferroic systems have received considerable attention [32]. Lower dimensional nanostructures and more general mechanical and electrical boundary conditions are treated in
a tractable way [33]. Path-integral Monte Carlo, classical molecular dynamics, and GPUaccelerated hybrid Monte Carlo implementations are available [34–36]. This leaves aside
many diverse applications.
6

Energy mapping schemes have become useful tools for building model Hamiltonians in
magnetic systems [37]. These are increasingly used to make new or improved models in the
sense of effective Hamiltonians [38].
It was realized early on that the local mode approximation in effective Hamiltonians are
instances of more general lattice Wannier function (LWF) models [39], which have been
formulated in flourite and A15 structures as well, but development of this approach is
limited since support for LWF was removed from ABINIT as of version 7.6.4. Another
first-principles-based scheme, so-called second-principles density functional theory, has been
developed in similar spirit to HEff, but considerably reduces the extent of coarse-graining
by including all electronic and ionic degrees of freedom in its parametrization [40]. An intermediate solution was introduced in [3], also employed in [4]: the equilibrium dipole and
strain configuration from HEff was used to reconstruct the relaxed atomic configuration,
which was used as input for the large-scale LS3DF method [41]. The reconstruction itself is
quite tedious, and we will not dedicate much attention to it. It is known in general that the
lattice Wannier functions are in one-to-one correspondence with the atoms in the lattice [42];
by including all phonon modes, the reconstruction can be made exact, up to inaccuracies
associated with Wannier interpolation.
Despite the many exciting developments for effective Hamiltonians for perovskites and
other materials in the last thirty years, a review of them is well beyond our scope. We
shall require enough background to discuss two examples: the lead-free piezoelectric (1 −
x)Ba (Zr0.2 Ti0.8 ) O3 −x (Ba0.7 Ca0.3 ) TiO3 (BCTZ-x), for which the present author contributed
to building the effective Hamiltonian reported in [7], and periodic nanostructures composed
of (Ba,Sr)TiO3 (BST), which is used in later chapters but first appeared in [27]. Besides the
effective Hamiltonian for perovskites in general, these two systems require the virtual crystal
approximation (VCA) [43].
It would be remiss not to explain why effective Hamiltonian methods would appear on a
thesis dedicated to large-scale atomistic simulations of ferroelectric materials. By making a
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dramatic reduction in the degrees of freedom in the simulation, significantly larger systems
of thousands and even millions of atoms [36, 44] can be relaxed into their equilibrium atomic
configuration. From a conceptual standpoint, it is advantageous by making it easier to
understand which physical mechanisms make the greatest contributions to observed behavior.
Some sources of error can be systematically reduced and those that cannot are understood
at the outset from first-principles fitting or the coarse-graining of the local mode picture.
In the remainder of this section, first we describe the overall expression for the perovskite
effective Hamiltonian, its degrees of freedom, the virtual crystal approximation, and review
our two main examples. Then we discuss the various energetic contributions in detail (local
mode self-interaction, dipole-dipole interactions, local mode interactions with strain, and so
on). Then some specific aspects of local alloying effects in bulk and epitaxial (Ba,Sr)TiO3
are considered.
2.1.1 Overview of Model, the VCA, and Examples
Later in this section, we shall discuss how our effective Hamiltonian scheme addresses solid
solutions of ferroelectric perovskites using the virtual crystal approximation (VCA). This
allows our present discussion to discuss a simple ABO3 perovskite without any loss of generality. We shall make reference to a high-symmetry cubic phase at high-temperature with
a B−atom at the origin six-fold-coordinated with O atoms centered at the edge-centers;
generically, the BO6 structure forms an octahedra. Meanwhile, the A−atoms are located at
the corners.
With 5 atoms per unit cell, there are 15 phonon modes per unit cell associated with the
simple perovskite structure: 3 acoustic phonons and 12 optical phonons. In the systems we
study, a pseudo-Jahn-Teller distortion driven by three-fold degenerate hybridization of the
oxygen 2p orbitals with Ti 3d or Zr 4d orbitals (the B−site atoms) gives rise to collective
distortions along symmetry-equivalent [111] directions [45, 46]. These distortions tend to
destabilize the cubic phase as temperature decreases. Accordingly, as spatial correlations
between these distortions in neighboring unit cells increase with decreasing thermal disorder
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and increasingly favored long-range dipole-dipole interactions [24, 45, 47], these distortions
collectively organize or condense into what we call a soft mode [16]. In our systems, this threefold degenerate optical mode has the lowest frequency and accordingly the lowest energy of
the phonon modes. From experimental and direct first-principles calculations, it is known
these lowest-energy optical phonons that collectively organize into the soft mode as well as the
long-range acoustic phonons dominate the phonon density of states at low-temperature; thus,
they dominate the statistical behavior of the system through the thermodynamic partition
function. When we construct an effective Hamiltonian model, we will approximate the total
energy of the system in terms of these six degrees of freedom and a few other variables.
As we proceed through the formalism, the debt to Zhong, Rabe, & Vanderbilt [16] will be
evident.
Note that the lowest energy optical mode in each unit cell possesses an electrical dipole
moment. One may realize, then, that these optical modes are exactly the “local modes"
mentioned earlier and we shall now refer to them as such. Generically, if the unit cell is
labeled by index i, we denote the local mode as ui . It possesses an electric dipole moment
Z∗
ui ,
v

where Z ∗ is the Born effective charge of the unit cell given by
∗
∗
Z ∗ = ξA ZA∗ + ξB ZB∗ + ξOk ZOk
+ 2ξO⊥ ZO⊥
,

in terms of the eigenvector of the soft mode and effective charges for each atom in the unit
cell, and and v is the volume of the primitive unit cell. There is some degree of choice in
defining the local modes in such a way to construct a soft mode; we choose to define them as
centered at the B−atom (or virtual B−atom) for BST and BCTZ−x. The acoustic phonons
are associated with inhomogeneous strains {ηI,i }, though in the simulations the dynamical
variables actually used are the displacements vi of the A−atom in each unit cell. Use of the
displacements in this way requires us to distinguish the homogeneous strain tensor ηH to
account for changes in the shape of the supercell during simulations.
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In terms of the aforementioned quantities, the effective Hamiltonian is then a functional
that approximates the system’s total energy as
E tot = Eave ({ui } , ηH , {ηI,i })
= E self ({ui }) + E dpl ({ui }) + E short ({ui })
+ E elas ({ηI,i } , ηH ) + E int ({ui }, {ηI,i } , ηH ) .
The various contributions will be discussed in the next subsection: a local-mode self-energy, a
long-range dipole-dipole interaction, a short-range interaction between soft modes, an elastic
energy, and an interaction between the local modes and local strain.
We would like to point out how ferroelectric phase transitions arise in this discussion.
The global alignment of the local modes along some direction when they condense into
a soft mode is associated with a macroscopic symmetry-breaking of the high-temperature
centrosymmetric cubic perovskite structure. This symmetry-breaking is marked by the emergence of an overall electrical polarization in the system: in our simulations, if our supercell
consists of N unit cells, the polarization is given by
N
Z∗ X
ui ,
P=
vN i

where v is the volume of primitive unit cell. The electrical polarization is the order parameter
for the ferroelectric phase transition. The symmetry of the ferroelectric phase is determined
by the orientation of the electrical polarization; in this thesis, the only symmetries we encounter are those observed in the transition sequence for BaTiO3 : cubic (null polarization),
tetragonal (one nonzero Cartesian component of polarization), orthorhombic (two nonzero
components of equal magnitude), and rhombohedral (three nonzero components of equal
magnitude).
To properly study ferroelectric phases, one must also consider switching the orientation
of electrical polarization by application of electric fields. To incorporate these considerations
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into our effective Hamiltonian models, one modifies the functional as

0
= E ave − E · Z ∗
Eave

X

ui ,

i

where E is the applied electric field [48]. Notably, inclusion of electric fields in this way
enables use of a linear response formalism to calculate dielectric and piezoelectric responses
by fluctuation formulas [49, 125], first introduced by Rabe & Cockayne [50]:
N (Z ∗ ea0 )2
(< uα uβ > − < uα >< uβ >)
kB T V
1
dαl = N
(Z ∗ ea0 ) (< ζl uα > − < ζl >< uα >) ,
kB T

χαβ =

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, a0 is the Bohr radius, and e
is the elementary charge, while α = 1, 2, 3, refers to Cartesian components and l = 1, . . . , 6 to
the components of the strain tensor ζl in the Voigt notation; angle brackets denote statistical
averages. A local maximum or divergence of dielectric response with respect to temperature
is associated respectively with a first-order or second-order ferroelectric phase transition.
Though effective Hamiltonian methods can tell us a great deal about the nature of displacive
versus order-disorder phase transitions [35, 51–54], those questions do not concern us here.
We proceed to the rest of the formalism. In this thesis, we discuss two VCA-based effective
Hamiltonians that have successfully reproduced relevant bulk and nanostructure properties
over a broad compositional range in their respective materials: (1 − x)Ba (Zr0.2 Ti0.8 ) O3 −
x (Ba0.7 Ca0.3 ) TiO3 (BCTZ-x) and (Bax Sr1−x ) TiO3 (BST). In the virtual crystal approximation for disordered alloys and solid solutions, one studies a crystal with the same underlying
periodicity, but that is composed of fictitious “virtual" atoms that interpolate between the
behavior of the atoms in the parent compounds. There are various implementations of the
VCA available in ferroelectric solid solutions, first rigorously considered for perovskites by
Ramer & Rappe [55], for the models discussed herein, the approach of Bellaiche & Vanderbilt
is used [43]. The exact details of the construction are not our main concern, our outlook
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being that, if the relevant experimental data are reproduced well, then we are satisfied. As
it turns out, the BST case is good, while the underlying lattice dynamics of BCTZ−x have
some problems in the VCA that somewhat restrict its applicability in that material [56]. In
the Bellaiche-Vanderbilt construction, one considers a solution (A0x A001−x )(B0y B001−y )O3 . Then
to these atoms we assign weights as wA0 = x, wA00 = 1 − x, wB 0 = y, wB 00 = 1 − y; we act
as if there are 7 − δA0 A00 − δB 0 B 00 atoms in the unit cell, with different species sharing the
same lattice site having weights that add to 1; the Kronecker deltas account for the reduced
number of atomic species when A0 and A00 or B0 and B00 are identical. The external potential
for self-consistent field calculations is then built as

Vext (r, r0 ) =

XX
I

α

wαI Vpsα (r − RIα , r0 − RIα )

where Vpsα is the pseudopotential for an atom of type α and wαI is the statistical weight from
above but now assigned at site I. The weighting system confers advantages over other VCA
implementations. In the present cases, the plane-wave ultrasoft-pseudopotential method [57]
within the local-density approximation (LDA) is used [58, 59].
For the BST case, one constructs the VCA potential for x = 0.50 ((Ba0.5 Sr0.5 ) TiO3 )
and from this the Eave component of the effective Hamiltonian is built. For the BCTZ−x
case, one builds the potential for x = 0.40 and the effective Hamiltonian Eave for that. But
these are for only one composition in each case. For BCTZ−x, our solution is to construct
a second effective Hamiltonian for a nearby composition (x = 0.50), then to extrapolate
the parameters for the desired composition range. The extrapolation is similar to that
commonly considered in models for pseudobinary phase diagrams [60]. With some additional
ad hoc adjustment to match experimentally observed ferroelectric transition temperatures,
this method turns out to be quite accurate.
The solution implemented for BST is more sophisticated, enabling the technique to apply
to more general ordered nanostructures. In that case, the effective Hamiltonian is a functional
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of the atomic configuration on the A−sites, specified by the tensor {σj } for which σj = +1
or −1 depending on the presence of a Ba or Sr atom at the A−site j. This dependence is
summarized in the perturbation Eloc , appearing as
E tot ({ui } , ηH , {ηI } , {σj } , {ηloc })
= Eave ({ui } , ηH , {ηI,i }) + Eloc ({ui } , {ηi } , {σj } , {ηloc }) .
The details are given in Subsection 2.1.3, and include an explanation of the local strain
variable {ηloc } associated with size effects from Ba and Sr having substantially different
atomic radii.
The final parameters of both models are reported in Table 2.1. For BCTZ−x, we also
report the relative change in the parameters with an increase of 10% in the composition
x. Aside from construction of the VCA potential, the model parameters are determined by
exactly the same first-principles procedure used in Section III of [16].
The final parameters reported in Table 2.1 reflect some ad hoc corrections made to the
raw LDA-derived parameters, and in the case of BST these parameters are used with some
other adjustments. By neglecting inhomogeneity in electron density, LDA underestimates
the lattice constant by 1-2% in perovskites [19]. This overbinding causes an underestimation
of the energy differences between cubic (paraelectric) and distorted (ferroelectric) structures
and therefore the depth of the ferroelectric energy well depth measured by the parameter
κ2 (this parameter is discussed in greater detail in the next subsection). Together with the
omission of higher-order energetic contributions by other phonon modes in the construction of
the effective Hamiltonian, the systematic errors of LDA calculations require us to modify the
model parameters to accurately reproduce temperature-dependent properties of the materials
under consideration. In the present models, we make the following changes.
• For BCTZ−x, the positive value of κ2 is reduced by 40%. The negative value of γ
becomes more negative. Details are provided in [7] and its supplement.
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Table 2.1: Effective Hamiltonian parameters for BCTZ−x and BST systems.
BCTZ-0.40 Change from BCTZ-0.50 to BCTZ-0.40 BST
a
7.4466
-0.126
7.371
κ2
0.0403176
-0.039553145
0.0647
α
0.23309
0.0452
0.2808
γ
-0.46006
0.4145 -0.4128
j1
-0.0118278
0.000481 -0.02402
j2
0.0228196
-0.004499 0.04444
j3
0.00397399
-0.0005102 0.00841
j4
-0.0025117
-0.00001761 -0.00474
j5
0.00114723
-0.0007681 0.00707
j6
0.000953
-0.0000902 0.00151
j7
0.0004765
-0.00004512 0.00075
B11
4.49486
1.0724
4.776
B12
1.5854
-0.3064
1.61
B44
1.714
-0.007
1.725
B1xx
-1.9968
0.046
-1.973
B1yy
-0.082168
-0.02748
-0.041
B5xz
-0.0568775
-0.047025
-0.059
∗
Z
9.6971
0.051
9.66
∞
5.265
0.245952
5.21
∆a/a
0.01087
Q1
-0.00021
R1
-0.00129
R2
-0.00048
R3
-0.00005
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• For BCTZ−x, for some compositions, a positive isotropic sixth-order on-site energy
must be included [8]. We briefly discuss this point in the next subsection.
• For BST, a negative external pressure of −5.2 GPa is included in simulations to correct
for the lattice constant underestimation by LDA [27]. Note that this shifts the zero of
misfit epitaxial strain, which concerns us later.
• For BST, further corrections for the underestimated ferroelectric well depth require a
reduction in the positive κ2 as well [27].
Figure 2.1 provides a comparison of the theoretical phase diagram predicted by the
present effective Hamiltonian model for BCTZ-x with experimental data. The extent of
agreement of the phase diagram with experiment, particularly in the vicinity of the reference compositions for which LDA calculations were performed, is excellent. This attests to
the qualitative and quantitative predictive accuracy of HEff for predicting important bulk
properties of ferroelectric solid solutions.
On a technical note, Figure 2.1 itself is a modified version of the phase diagrams in [7, 8],
using experimental data kindly provided by Dr. Alireza Akbarzadeh and theoretical data of
our own. There are a few differences: the parameters at x = 0.4 and x = 0.5 differ slightly, in
part because agreement with experiment was sought at these reference compositions without
reference to the quantum effects included in [8]; keeping in mind that the VCA approximation
deteriorates in quality for the Zr-rich side of the phase diagram (small x) [56], the rate of
change of γ with composition is reduced by a factor of 0.738 for 0.1 < x < 0.3 and reversed
in sign below x < 0.1; the sixth-order term δ is only introduced for x < 0.3 since it was
difficult to justify it for other compositions except by overfitting; and the hybrid Monte Carlo
algorithm of [36] was used.
Because the present author did not build the model for BST himself, figures presenting
transition sequences of polarization for select compositions and the pseudobinary phase diagram have been omitted. The reader is referred instead to the original data in [27]. It is
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Figure 2.1: The pseudobinary phase diagram for the cubic (Pm3m) and ferroelectric (tetragonal P4mm, orthorhombic Amm2, and rhombohedral R3m) phases of (1 −
x)Ba (Zr0.2 Ti0.8 ) O3 − x (Ba0.7 Ca0.3 ) TiO3 (BCTZ-x) predicted by the present modified version of the effective Hamiltonian in [7, 8] and observed experimentally in Keeble et al. [9],
Acosta et al. [10], and Liu et al. [11]. The δ refers to the isotropic positive sixth-order onsite energy term added to our model. Note the present theoretical model does not include
quantum effects, so it does not feature the orthorhombic ground-state for some compositions
in [8].
convenient for comparison purposes with subsequent results in nanocomposites to mention
that, for stress-free disordered (Ba0.5 Sr0.5 )TiO3 solid solutions, the BST effective Hamiltonian discussed herein predicts bulk ferroelectric phase transitions as follows (experimental
values are given in parentheses):
• cubic paraelectric phase to a tetragonal ferroelectric phase transition at 235±5 K (220250 K);
• tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition at 180±5 K (180 K); and
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• orthorhombic-to-rhombohedral transition at 155±5 K (140 K).
In other words, the predictions of the effective Hamiltonian model for BST agree well with
experiment.
2.1.2 Energetic Contributions
Local mode self energy: The main content of our effective Hamiltonian’s local anharmonicity condition is made through the local mode self-energy:

E self ({u}) =

X

E (ui ) ,

i

where E (ui ) is the energy difference between an isolated local mode at cell position Ri with
amplitude ui and the perfect cubic structure. This unit cell energy has the form
E (ui ) = κ2 u2i + αu4i + γ u2ix u2iy + u2iy u2iz + u2iz u2ix




1
1
= κ2 u2i + [(α + γ) − γ n4x,i + n4y,i + n4z,i ]u4i ,
2
2
where ui = |ui | and ~ni = (nix , niy , niz ) is the normal vector defining the polarization direction
~ui = (uix , uiy , uiz ) = ui~ni ; κ2 , α, and γ are determined from first-principles calculations. In
the second line, we have separated out the fourth-order anisotropy that depends on the
orientation of the local model, which has coefficient − 21 γ while α + 12 γ is isotropic; the
resemblance to expressions in Landau-Devonshire phenomenological models is intentional
[61].
The κ2 parameter is derived as a linear combination of second-order energy parameter
κ for zone-center distortions (half the soft mode eigenvalue), the intersite interactions ji ,
and the dipole-dipole interaction. Consider a simplified model in terms of a single unit cell,
substituting κ2 by κ. In such a simplified model, the elastic-mode interaction can be included;
then one can obtain strain-renormalized coefficients α0 and γ 0 , whose exact expressions are
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given in [15]. Then the simplified model is:


Φ ({uα }) = κu2 + α0 u4 + γ 0 u2x u2y + u2y u2z + u2z u2x .
We note the stationary points in this model for κ < 0 [15]. The cubic state always has the
energy of Φ = 0 realized by ux = uy = uz = 0 if κ < 0. The six tetragonal stationary points
along directions symmetry-equivalent to h001i satisfy
ux = uy = 0, |uz | = u, u =

p

− 2ακ 0

with energy
2

κ
0 4
Φ = − 4α
0 = −α u .

There are twelve orthorhombic stationary points along directions symmetry-equivalent to
√ q
h110i. We have ux = 0 and |uy | = u = |uz | = 2 − 4α0κ+γ 0 . The energy becomes
Φ=−

α0 κ2
= κu4 .
4α0 + γ 0

There are eight rhombohedral stationary points along directions symmetry-equivalent to
q
κ
h111i. We have |ux | = |uy | = |uz | = √13 u = √12 − 6α0 +2γ
0 . The energy is then
Φ=−

κ2
.
4α0 + 43 γ 0

The ground state of a system described by this model Hamiltonian depends on which set of
stationary points has the lowest energy, tetragonal or rhombohedral, which are determined
according to whether γ 0 > 0 or γ 0 < 0. For BCTZ-x, the change of sign of γ 0 occurs around
x = 0.90, in agreement with Figure 2.1. Note that two stability conditions are required for the
model to apply: α0 > 0 and γ 0 > −3α0 . If κ > 0, the model becomes numerically unstable,
with Monte Carlo simulations often crashing as a result. In our BCTZ-x simulations, a
different issue arises: κ ' 0 together with large negative γ 0 traps the system in a local
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energetic minimum. By adding an isotropic positive sixth-order on-site energy term, the
energies are prevented from being trapped in this minimum, allowing wider exploration of
configuration space.
We return to our regular model.
Dipole-dipole interactions: The dipoles associated with the local modes experience longrange dipolar interactions. Then there is a contribution to the total energy whose expression
in real-space is

E dpl ({u}) =

Z ∗2
∞




X ui · uj − 3 R̂ij · ui R̂ij · uj
3
Rij

i<j

,

where ∞ is the optical dielectric constant of the material, Ri and Rj are B−sites, Rij =
|Rij | , Rij = Ri − Rj , and R̂ij = Rij /Rij .
As we shall be working with three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions most of
the time (for reduced dimensionality, see [33]), we instead use an Ewald construction to
evaluate this energy [16]. Ewald summation involves splitting the interaction potential from
the dipoles into a short-ranged part and a long-ranged part [49]. The construction involves
treating the dipole distribution as a periodic sum of Gaussian charge packets; by choosing a
sufficiently fast decay λ, the real-space contribution can be ignored, leaving the Fourier part
with a self-interaction correction [16]:

E dpl

"
#


X λ3 u2
|G|2 X
2Z ∗2 π X 1
√i ,
exp − 2
(G · ui ) (G · uj ) cos (G · Rij ) −
=
∞ Ωc G6=0 |G|2
4λ
3
π
ij
i

where Ωc is the cell volume, ∞ is the bulk dielectric constant, and G is the reciprocal
lattice vector. Because strain interactions only enter at fourth-order and above, the reciprocal and real-space vectors can be taken as fixed throughout the simulations. To improve
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computational efficiency, the dipole interactions are evaluated using the pairwise expression

E dpl =

X

Qij,αβ ui,α uj,β ,

ij,αβ

where the tensor Qij,αβ is evaluated in advance as

Qij,αβ

#
"


λ3
|G|2
2Z ∗2 π X 1
exp − 2 cos (G · Rij ) Gα Gβ − √ δαβ δij .
=
∞ Ωc G6=0 |G|2
4λ
3 π

Note this tensor depends on the supercell and is not a parameter calculated by first-principles,
though it depends on the Born effective charge Z ∗ that is calculated by first-principles.
Short-range interactions: We now consider interactions between neighboring dipoles (to
third-nearest neighbors), excluding dipole-dipole interactions. These interactions are associated with short-range repulsion and electronic hybridization. Written as a pairwise
interaction,
E short ({ui }) =

1 XX
Jij,αβ uiα ujβ .
2 i6=j αβ

For the underlying cubic structure, these interactions are




first NN :Jij,αβ = j1 + (j2 − j1 ) R̂ij,α δαβ


√
second NN :Jij,αβ = j4 + 2 (j3 − j4 ) R̂ij,α δαβ + 2j5 R̂ij,α R̂ij,β (1 − δαβ )
third NN :Jij,αβ = j6 δαβ + 3j7 R̂ij,α R̂ij,β (1 − δαβ ) .
Section III in [16] provides a helpful schematization for the frozen phonon calculations used
to calculate these interaction parameters.
Elastic energy: The elastic energy contribution splits into two parts to account for hoelas
mogeneous and inhomogeneous strain: E elas ({ηI,i } , ηH ) = EIelas ({ηI,l }) + EH
(ηH ) The
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homogeneous part is given by
EHelas ({ηH,l }) =


N
2
2
2
+ ηH,3
+ ηH,2
B11 ηH,1
2

+ N B12 (ηH,1 ηH,2 + ηH,2 ηH,3 + ηH,3 ηH,1 )

N
2
2
2
+ B44 ηH,4
+ ηH,5
+ ηH,6
.
2
Recall that the inhomogeneous part is expressed in terms of displacements of the A−atoms:
EIelas =

X
i

(B11 /4) [vx (Ri ) − vx (Ri ± ax̂)]2

+ (B12 /8) [vx (Ri ) − vx (Ri ± ax̂)] [vy (Ri ) − vy (Ri ± aŷ)]
+ (B44 /8) [vx (Ri ) − vx (Ri ± aŷ) + vy (Ri )
− vy (Ri ± ax̂)]2 + cyclic permutations } ,
corresponding to bond stretching, bond correlation, and bond bending, respectively.
Elastic-mode interactions: The interaction between elastic deformations (strain) and
local modes is treated as an on-site interaction of the form

E int ({ui }, {ηl,i }) =

1 XX
Blαβ ηl (Ri ) uα (Ri ) uβ (Ri ) .
2 i lαβ

Cubic symmetry reduces the 15 coupling constants to the three independent ones
B1xx = B2yy = B3zz ,
B1yy = B1zz = B2xx = B2zz = B3xx = B3yy ,
B4yz = B4zy = B5xz = B5zx = B6xy = B6yx .
The total strain at each site consists of a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous strain part:
η l (Ri ) = ηH,l (Ri )+ηI,l (Ri ). To calculate the inhomogeneous strain from the displacements,
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one calculates the average differential displacements at each site taking forms like
X

∆vxx =

d=0,y,s,y+z

X

∆vxy =

d=0,y,s,y+x

[vx (Ri − d − x) − vx (Ri − d)]

(2.1)

[vy (Ri − d − x) − vy (Ri − d)] ,

(2.2)

and their cyclic permutations. Then the strains look like ηI,1 (Ri ) = ∆vxx /4, ηI,4 (Ri ) =
(∆vyz + ∆vzy ) /4, and so on. If we build a single unit cell model of our material involving
only on-site interactions, where the constant κ2 is replaced by half the eigenvalue of the soft
mode, then in equilibrium this strain-mode interaction manifests as a renormalization of the
fourth-order on-site parameters α and γ in the self-energy contribution [15]. We discussed
this earlier.
2.1.3 Alloying Effects
The functional form for the perturbation associated with the atomic configuration is taken
to be

Eloc ({ui } , {ηI } , {σj } , {ηloc }) =

X
ij

[Qj,i σj eji · ui + Rj,i σj fji · vi ]+

1 XX
Blαβ ηloc,l (i)ui,α ui,β ,
2 i l,α,β

where the sums over i and j run over unit cells and mixed sublattice sites, respectively; α
and β run over the Cartesian components of the local modes of each unit cell i. The tensors
Qj,i and Rj.i characterize how the alloy configuration perturbs the local modes {ui } and
inhomogeneous strains (associated with the A−site-centered local distortions {vi }). The
unit vector eji joins the A site j to the B center of the soft-mode vector ui , and fji joins
the A site j to the A origin of the displacement vi . Unlike Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT), we do not
need to introduce any heterogeneity in the on-site energies through α and γ [26]. Finally,
size effects are incorporated through the last term, which could be safely ignored in PZT
but not BST. Specifically, at each lattice site, an additional inhomogeneous strain is added
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that is isotropic in all directions, calculated at each B−site i as
ηloc,1 (i) = ηloc,2 (i) = ηloc,3 (i) =

∆a
8a

P

j

σj

ηloc,4 (i) = ηloc,c (i) = ηloc,6 (i) = 0,
where ∆a is the 0 K difference between the lattice constant of cubic BaTiO

3

and the a

cubic lattice parameter of the virtual (Ba0.5 Sr0.5 i TiO3 material, and where the sum over j
runs over the eight A nearest neighbors of the B-site i. Locally, this contribution enables
an expansion or contraction of the unit cell according to whether the local concentration of
Ba or Sr is greater there. In the case of BST in which there are large differences in atomic
radii, this enables a broad range of compositions to be studied in addition to the unstrained
nanocomposites studied in Chapters 3 and 4. Practically, these various alloying parameters
are evaluated by conducting total energy calculations with the Ba or Sr atom surrounded by
VCA virtual atoms out to third nearest neighbors.
In the case of epitaxial superlattices, some additional care must be taken. In the present
case, we consider BST systems epitaxially grown along the pseudocubic [001] direction [27,
62]; growth along more general directions was considered in [63]. The principal constraint
is the in-plane lattice constant of each layer must equal the in-plane lattice constant of the
substrate, asub
latt . The local strain environment of each layer i (recall the strains are centered
on B-sites), however, depends on the average composition χ(i) in the nearest neighboring
A−site layers. There is an inhomogeneous strain contribution

ηloc (i) =

∆a
(2χ(i) − 1),
aBST

where aBST is the in-plane lattice constant of bulk (Ba0.5 Sr0.5 ) TiO3 . Then, in each layer,
there must be a compensating inhomogeneous strain ηINHO (i) to maintain the mechanical
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equilibrium condition
h
i
1 + ηHin−plane + ηINHO (i) + ηloc (i) aBST = asub
latt .
To determine ηINHO (i), note that there is an average strain throughout the system associated
with average composition of the system χ0 , given by
0
=
ηloc

∆a
(2χ0 − 1)
aBST

and which satisfies the global equilibrium condition

0
(1 + ηH + ηloc
) aBST = asub
latt .

Then we can solve for

0
ηINHO (i) = ηloc
− ηloc (i) = 2

∆a 0
(χ − χ(i)).
aBST

To fully simulate epitaxial growth along [001], in addition to freezing ηH,1 and ηH,2 to equal
the 0 K relative lattice mismatch between the substrate and cubic VCA hBa0.5 Sr0.5 iTiO3 ,
we impose the condition ηH,6 = 0 on the homogeneous strain tensor while allowing the other
components to relax during molecular simulations. In accordance with our earlier comment
about applying negative pressure and shifting the zero of misfit epitaxial strain, the origin
of misfit strain for the BST effective Hamiltonian is taken at 0 K cubic lattice constant
for BaTiO3 (7.454 Bohr). For instance, the misfit epitaxial strain of (Ba0.5 Sr0.5 )TiO3 on a
substrate with asub
latt = 7.371 has about −1.1% misfit epitaxial strain. This derivation is also
found in [64].
We will make use of epitaxial strain mechanical boundary conditions in Chapter 5.
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2.2 Large-Scale Electronic Structure Methods
For our work in Chapter 4, we make use of several large-scale electronic structure methods. In
contrast to conventional direct first-principles methods, whose O(N 3 ) scaling limits them to
only a few hundred atoms, large-scale first-principles methods are geared toward structural,
electronic, and optical properties of systems with up to tens of thousands or millions of
atoms. The present thesis makes use of three such techniques.
• The linear-scaling three-dimensional fragment (LS3DF) for total energy calculations
and generating charge distributions [41].
• The folded spectrum method to find exact eigenfunctions in a specified energy window
(for studying band edge states), which is also linear-scaling [65].
• The plane-wave moments method to calculate the density of states (DOS) in large
systems [66].
The latter two techniques are implemented in the code PEtot [67]. One may also refer to
LS3DF-PEtot when these are used together. We now provide some details of each technique.
2.2.1 Linear-Scaling Three-Dimensional Fragment Method (LS3DF)
First introduced in [41], LS3DF is a linear-scaling technique for self-consistently calculating
the global charge density and potential for large systems (>10,000 atoms) in a density
functional theory framework. We also use LS3DF to refer to the code implementing the
technique. The technique uses a highly parallelizable divide-and-conquer strategy. On the
one hand, because kinetic energy and exchange correlation energy are comparatively shortranged, their contributions can be solved for locally; on the other hand, since electrostatic
energy is long-ranged, one must solve for its contributions from a global Poisson equation.
To address these energies at different ranges, the technique proceeds as follows: divide a
system into overlapping 3D fragments and passivate the resultant dangling bonds; solve for
the fragment wave functions to obtain each (passivated) fragment’s charge density; patch
the fragment charge densities together to obtain the system’s global charge density and in
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such a way to cancel edge effects; and solve the Poisson equation of the system using the
global charge density. Eigenenergies and eigenstates are readily calculated from the output
potential using a code like PEscan [67] that is based primarily on the folded spectrum method
[65].
With respect to the fragmentation itself, the periodic supercell is divided into m1 ×m2 ×m3
fragments (in this thesis, generally these are 2 × 2 × 2 fragments). Then, at each of the
m1 × m2 × m3 points defined by the corners of these fragments and specified by coordinates
(i, j, k), we can define eight new fragments sharing the same corner. Each fragment has a
size S and is assigned a sign αS such that the total energy and global charge distribution
P
are expressed as the sums E = Σi,j,k,S αS Ei,j,k,S and ρ(r) = i,j,k,S αS ρi,j,k,S (r). Specifically,
these sizes and signs for the eight fragments at each grid point are as follows: 1×1×1(−), 1×
1 × 2(+), 1 × 2 × 1(+) 2 × 1 × 1(+), 1 × 2 × 2(−), 2 × 1 × 2(−), 2 × 2 × 1(−), and 2 × 2 × 2(+).
The sizes and signs are assigned so all surface, edge, and corner contributions cancel each
other. In calculations, the artificial surfaces (dangling bonds) are passivated by inclusion of
hydrogen or partially charged pseudohydrogen atoms such that each fragment is electrically
neutral. Each fragment is labeled by its corner and size in the index F = (i, j, k, S), and
the wave function index l for fragment wave function ψF,l (r). The wave function ψF,l (r) is
defined on the spatial domain of the fragment of size S plus some surface buffer region.
The total energy Etot is solved for as a variational expression
Etot =2

X
F

αF

X

Z

∗
ψF,i
(r)

i=1,NF /2



1 2
− ∇ ψF,i (r)d3 r
2

Z
1
ρtot (r)ρtot (r0 ) 3 3 0
+ Vion (r)ρtot (r)dr +
d rd r
2
|r − r0 |
Z
Z
X
3
+ xc [ρtot (r)] ρtot (r)d r +
αF ∆VF (r)ρF (r)d3 r,

(2.3)

F

where ρtot (r) = ΣF αF ρF (r), αF = αS , and the fragment charge density ρF (r) = 2

P

i=1,NF /2

|ψF,i (r)|2 ,

where NF is the total number of electrons in fragment F after passivation. The total ionic
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potential is Vion (r) while ∆VF (r) is a surface passivation potential with support near the fragment boundary only. The passivation potential at the common boundary of two fragments
should be equal, so for a good passivation, the integral
X

Z
αF

∆VF (r)ρF (r)d3 r

F

should be small from cancellations between fragments.
By variational arguments, one derives a Kohn-Sham equation for each fragment as
 1 2

− 2 ∇ + VF (r) ψF,i (r) = F,i ψF,i (r)

(2.4)

VF (r) = Vtot (r) + ∆VF (r)
for position r in the fragment domain. This equation is generally solved in a plane wave
first-principles calculation. For each fragment, the Kohn-Sham equation can be solved independently, so parallelization may be conducted over the fragments. The total potential
is calculated in the usual local density approximation by solving a Poisson equation for the
global charge density ρtot . For the global charge density, self-consistency is achieved by
iterative potential mixing on the total potential Vtot . The surface passivation potential is
constructed as
∆VF (r) = VF,atom (r) − V tot, atom (r),
where VF,atom (r) and V tot, atom (r) are calculated from atomic charge densities ρF,atom (r) and
ρtot,atom (r) over the fragment and system. The passivation potential at a fragment boundary
common to several fragments is calculated as the average over the fragments sharing the
boundary. Atomic forces are then calculated by the Hellman-Feynman theorem.
Among the nanostructures to which LS3DF has been applied are: the calculation the
dipole moment of a ZnO nanorod, localized states in random ZnTe:O alloy, the effects of a
MoSe2 /MoS2 Moiré pattern, the electronic structure of disordered (CH3 NH3 )PbI3 , and the
aforementioned vortex bandgaps and band alignments [3, 68–70]. The LS3DF code was a
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2008 Gordon Bell Prize winner; it is now deployed in a GPU implementation on the Titan
supercomputer, resulting in 6-7 times speedup [71].
2.2.2 Folded Spectrum Method
In this subsection and the next, we consider that class of problems where the self-consistent
potential v(r) and the atomic geometry are either (i) known or (ii) can be obtained from
small-scale calculations. Here we are interested specifically in studying eigensolutions in a
given energy range, e.g., around a band gap in insulators like the ferroelectric nanostructures we consider. Our calculations assume the self-consistent potential v(r) was previously
calculated in the LS3DF method. We discuss the linear-scaling folded spectrum method of
Wang & Zunger [65]. Note this method is quite different from the Lanczos-type algorithm
for total energy calculations introduced by the same authors, which requires all occupied
eigensolutions and is ideal for several hundred atoms [72].
Consider the typical problem addressed by modern first-principles methods, solving an
effective single-particle Schrodinger equation:

Ĥψi = i ψi .

Typically one solves for all occupied states in an iterative fashion: initially, one finds the
lowest energy state ψ0 by finding a variational minimum of the energy hψ|Ĥ|ψi. To find
successively higher energy states ψ, one must orthogonalize ψ with respect to all the lower
energy states; the computational time scales as O(N 3 ) in the number of atoms N .
If we are only interested in states with energy in the vicinity of some reference energy
ref , then if we can eliminate the necessity of orthogonalizing with respect to all the lower
energy states, the cost of the calculation can be substantially reduced. Since the density of
states in an energy range of interest is roughly proportional to the size of the system, such
a technique should be linear-scaling in N .
The folded spectrum method accomplishes this by solving for the lowest energy solutions
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of the auxiliary problem

2
Ĥ − ref ψi = (i − ref )2 ψi .
We say the spectrum {i } of Ĥ has been folded at the reference energy ref into the spectrum
{(i − ref )2 } of (Ĥ − ref )2 . The lowest energy solution is that nearest in energy to the
reference energy, eliminating the need to orthogonalize lower energy states. By varying the
reference energy in the range of interest, one can find all other nearby states of interest or,
as we do in practice, solve for a prespecified small number of lowest energy states Nmin .
In general, because the spectrum is compressed, convergence is poor for the folded operator [73]. Fortunately, the problem of greatest interest to us in the band gap of an insulator.
Because there are no states within the gap, there is no compression of states to dramatically
slow convergence [73]. Often we will try a few reference energies within the expected energy
gap, about which we can get some idea through smaller calculations, so we converge to the
conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM) states. Once we
have these eigenstates, we can easily obtain their charge distribution and potential from the
global distributions previously calculated.
To address convergence issues in the folded spectrum method, a preconditioned conjugate
gradient approach is used to seek the variational minimum of the functional
Z
F =

2

1 2
ψ(r) − ∇ + v(r) − ref ψ(r)dr.
2


2
Specifically, − 21 ∇2 + v(r) − ref is applied to the plane-wave expansion ψ = ΣG CG eiGr ; we
integrate to obtain F ; and seek the variational minimum with respect to the wave function
coefficients CG by the conjugate gradient method. This last part consists of Ni ' 5−10 outer
loop iterations, inside of which are performed Nc ' 100 line minimization steps, followed by

2
subspace diagonalization of Ĥ − ref over the prespecified number of wave functions Nmin .
The line minimization itself seeks the angle θ for which ψnew = ψold cos(θ) + Psearch sin(θ)
minimizes F ; the normalized search direction Psearch = A · ∂F/∂ψ plus a suitable correction
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to the previous search direction, to keep orthogonal to ψold . Generally the Polak-Ribiere [74]
preconditioner A = α2 /[( 12 G2 + v0 − ref )2 + α2 ] is used.
A thorough discussion of the algorithm’s scaling and performance relative to conventional
conjugate gradient approaches is provided in [65].
2.2.3 Method of Moments
In the method of moments, one decomposes the density of states (DOS) ρ(E) as a truncated
expansion of orthogonal polynomials whose coefficients are proportional to the generalized
moments In of ρ(E):
In ≡

Z

1

Tn (E)ρ(E)dE,
−1

where Tn (E) is a polynomial of power n defined in the interval [−1 : 1], and the energy of
the Hamiltonian has been shifted and rescaled so that all its spectrum lies inside [−1 : 1].
The Chebyshev polynomials Tn (x) are used for two reasons. First, since Tn (E) = cos(nθ)
and θ = cos−1 (E), eventually fast Fourier transforms can be used to accelerate calculation
the optical absorption spectra (OAS), but we do not have immediate use for that in this
thesis [66]. Second, in our systems of interest, three-dimensional systems whose density
tends to zero as a square root at the ends of the interval, the Chebyshev expansion does so
automatically. The partial sums in the Legendre expansion usually tend to nonzero constants
at the ends of the interval, less suitable for us [75].
The Chebyshev polynomials are defined recursively on [−1 : 1] as
T0 (x) = 1,

T1 (x) = x

Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x).
The family satisfies the orthogonality relation
Z

1

−1

Tm (x)Tn (x) 1 − x2

−1/2
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dx =

π
δnm (1 + δm0 ) .
2

Then ρ(E) decomposes as

ρ(E) =

−1/2 X
2
Tn (E)In (1 + δn0 )−1 .
1 − E2
π
n

Then the problem reduces to calculating sufficiently many generalized moments; let’s say
up to Nc moments. These moments are estimated according to the following procedure.
Suppose the Hamiltonian has N eigenfunctions {φi } and corresponding eigenvalues {Ei }.
A sufficiently large number of random wave function are generated over some arbitrary
orthonormal basis {χi }, each of the form: ψj = Σi bji χi . After some unitary transform, the
random wave functions are now expressed over the eigenbasis as

ψj =

X

X

bji χi =

i

aji φi

i

where the generated coefficients have mean zero and are uncorrelated, i.e., ha∗i ak i = δi,k is
the average over the j index. The normalization of the random wave functions to N . By
successive applications of recursion formulas

Ĥψ0 = ψ1 ,

2Ĥψn−1 − ψn−2 = Tn (Ĥ)ψ0 = ψn ,

the moments are sampled as

In0 = 2 hψ0 |ψn i = 2

X
i

Tn (Ei ) |ai |2 .

These samples are averaged to obtain (assuming double occupations):

hIn0 i

=2

X

Z

1

Tn (Ei ) =

Tn (E)ρ(E)dE

(2.5)

−1

i

The “sufficiently large number of random wave functions" is that for which Equation (2.5)
has converged to the desired precision; call this number Na . The limit of convergence is In .
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The reconstruction of ρ(E) follows.
The resolution of the DOS is roughly ∆E = 2/Nc and the statistical error goes as
√
1/ ∆N × Na , where ∆N is the number of eigenstates inside one ∆E. As ∆N is roughly
proportional to the size of the system, Na is generally inversely proportional to system
size; then the procedure is roughly constant-scaling with the product Nc × Na . Of course,
eventually Na = 1, and the procedure scales linearly.
To reduce statistical noise, the spectrum is folded with respect to some energy close to

2
the highest eigenvalue Ec of the system; that is, Ĥ − Ec is applied to the |ψn i we built,



2
i.e., hψ0 |ψn i → ψ0 Ĥ − Ec
ψn . Then the factor (E − Ec )2 must be removed at the
end. This spectrum-folding prevents the higher energy part of the spectrum from dominating
the lower energy part that interests us in the DOS.
Changing from a calculation of the total DOS to related spectral functions is easy. For example, to calculate the projected DOS of a function χ, i.e., ρp (E) ≡ 2Σi δ (E − Ei ) |hφi |χi|2 ,
replace the random wave function ψ0 by χ and repeat the above operations without averaging. Other spectral functions can also be considered, particularly the optical absorption
spectra (OAS). These are addressed in detail in [66], which we have followed closely.
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Chapter 3
Optimization of Gyrotropic Response in Electrotoroidic Nanocomposites

3.1 Rationale and Overview
Vortices are among the most common and important topological structures in condensed
matter physics [76]. Since their discovery in superconductors and superfluids in the 1940s
[77, 78], these topological defects have been found to govern phase transitions in several
unrelated systems exhibiting and to possess many technologically important properties. For
instance, magnetic vortices, extensively investigated since the 1990s, led to the discovery of
a novel class of phase transitions and gave rise to new computer memory design paradigms
[79, 80]. However, analogous electrical defects, electrical vortices and related flux-closure
configurations, have received much less attention. These topological defects, first theoretically predicted about a decade ago [81] and experimentally found a few years later [82–93],
are better suited relative to magnetic vortices for ultra-fast, high-density memory for their
smaller scale and THz rather than GHz dynamics [52]. Systems with electrical polarization
perpendicular to the vortex plane are chiral and therefore can exhibit natural optical activity with such applications as nanoscale optical circulators [94]. Optical activity, or the
rotation of the plane of linearly polarized light by a fixed amount per unit length, is characterized by the gyrotropy tensor gmk and optically active materials are called gyrotropic [95].
Electrotoroidic or ferrotoroidic materials, those possessing electric vortices, are shown to be
~ has nonzero first derivatives with respect to an
gyrotropic provided the toroidal moment G
applied electric field E~ [94]:
gmk



4πω dGm dGl
−
δmk ,
=
c
dEk
dEl

(3.1)

where Einstein summation is used, and ω is the frequency of the applied field and c is
the speed of light. The toroidal moment has such nonzero derivatives if the ferrotoroidic
material additionally exhibits spontaneous polarization or piezoelectricity, where either this
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polarization has a biquadratic coupling with the electrical toroidal moment or the toroidal
moment couples with strain.
The chiral electrical vortices recently predicted to exist in the nanocomposite BaTiO3 SrTiO3 structures introduced in Ref. [94] satisfy these conditions. Optical activity in this
system was studied at 15K using an effective Hamiltonian model within molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations [51, 52, 94] by applying a sinusoidal AC electric field along the pseudocubic [001] direction of amplitude 109 V/m with frequency ranging between 1 and 100 GHz.
For the first quarter-cycle (from field magnitude 0 to 109 V/m) and roughly over the full
frequency range, it was found that dGz /dEz = −1.6 e/V, so g11 = g22 is largely a function of
ω and g11 /ω = 0.94 × 10−16 per Hz, giving optical rotation as much as 0.62 radians per meter
at 100 GHz [94]. (The value of such rotation in [94] is here corrected downward by a factor of
two, based on the discussion of natural optical activity in [95].) The sense of optical rotation
in this system was also controlled via AC electric fields. Also shown in [94] the gyrotropic
p
coefficient evolves with temperature T according to g11 = A/ (TC − T )(TG − T ). This law
suggests a strategy to enhance the gyrotropic coefficient and hence optical activity by making
TC ' TG and taking T → TC = TG . One possible way of accomplishing this is to apply a
DC electric field in addition to an AC electric field.
Using a combination of first-principles based techniques and phenomenological considerations, we theoretically investigate this possibility. We use Monte Carlo simulations of the
first-principles-based effective Hamiltonian of (Ba,Sr)TiO3 [27] to calculate the temperatureelectric field phase diagram of a nanocomposite BaTiO3 -SrTiO3 system, allowing us to identify the critical value of the applied DC field at which TC ' TG . Important features of
this phase diagram are found to be reproduced, via a simple Landau theory. Then we use
molecular dynamics simulations of this effective Hamiltonian model to compute the temperature dependence of the gyrotropic coefficient at different values of the applied electric field.
The results indicate at the identified critical field that the gyrotropic coefficient is not only
nonzero at room temperature, but it is also strongly enhanced there.
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3.2 System and Methods
We consider a BaTiO3 -SrTiO3 nanocomposite material consisting of a periodic square array of BaTiO3 nanowires embedded in a lesser polarity medium of SrTiO3 [96]. Each wire
is oriented along the pseudo-cubic [001] direction (z) with a cross-section of 4.8x4.8 nm2
in the (x, y)-plane ([100] is the x-direction and [010] the y-direction), and adjacent wires
are separated by 2.4 nm. The supercell used to model this system is schematized in Figure 3.1. Upon heating from the ground state, this system undergoes a sequence of phase
transitions characterized by two order parameters: polarization (Pz ) and electrical toroidal
moment (Gz ) parallel to the axis of nanowires [97]. The ground state, Phase I, exhibits
such polarization and electrical vortices in the (x, y)-plane characterized by toroidal moment
P ~
P
~i,j )iz along the z-direction, where p~i,j is the dipole at site i in wire
Gz = h j N1j ( i R
i,j × p
~ i,j and the angular brackets denote thermodynamic averaging. As shown in
j at position R
[97], this phase shows such complex phenomena as a translational mode of the vortex core
and zigzag dipolar chains along the vortex core axis. A vortex core transition occurs at
75 K, moving into Phase II, from broken axial symmetry of vortex cores in distinct planes
to axially symmetric vortex cores. The transition from Phase II to Phase III, occurring at
125 K, is marked by the vanishing of polarization in the medium. Phases I, II, and III are
chiral (Pz 6= 0 and Gz 6= 0) and the biquadratic coupling between toroidal moment and
polarization allows the system to exhibit optical activity [94]. Heating to Curie temperature
TC ' 240 K, the system enters Phase IV, where the spontaneous polarization Pz parallel
to the electrical toroidal moment vanishes. At high temperatures above TG ' 330 K, the
vortices caused by the depolarizing field in the medium vanish, and the system is in its para
phase (Gz = 0 and Pz = 0) denoted Phase V.
Now, we employ the effective Hamiltonian Heff model for (Ba,Sr)TiO3 (BST) compounds
introduced in [27] to compute the temperature-electric field phase diagram of this system.
The total energy consists of Eave , the total internal energy associated with the hypothetical
simple hAiBO3 system resulting from the use of the virtual crystal approximation (VCA)
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Figure 3.1: Schematic for the 36x36x6 supercell (38,880 atom) used in our simulations. The
cylindrical square BaTiO3 wires each have a cross-section of 4.8x4.8 nm2 (12x12=144 sites)
with adjacent wires separated by 2.4 nm (6 sites) of SrTiO3 medium. This supercell has a
periodicity of 2.4 nm (6 sites) along the z-axis.
[43], and Eloc associated with alloy effects beyond the VCA. The details of this effective
Hamiltonian, including the degrees of freedom, their energetic contributions, and its previous
predictive successes, are discussed in Chapter 2.
3.3 Phase Diagram from Monte Carlo
The MC simulations here consist of heating the system from its ground state at 5 K to 565
K while applying a constant DC electric field along [001] for selected magnitudes ranging from
0 to 1.5 × 107 V/m. At each temperature, 105 MC sweeps are used to equilibrate the system
followed by 105 MC sweeps for calculating statistical averages. For selected temperatures
and DC electric fields, the final MC configuration is used as input for MD simulations to
calculate the gyrotropy coefficient g11 .
Following our strategy, Figure 3.2 shows, for various DC electric fields along [001], the
~ and the
temperature dependence of the magnitudes of the toroidal moment in the wires |G|
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polarization of the entire system |P~ |, as well as for the out-of-plane dielectric susceptibility
χ33 [98]. Applying an electric field along [001] enhances Pz , pushing up the |P~ | curve. The |P~ |
curve has two shoulders: the first (second) at a lower (higher) temperature corresponding to
significant reduction in the magnitude of polarization in the medium (wires) with increasing
temperature.
There are two peaks in χ33 corresponding to these reductions in polarization, though
they flatten and occur at higher temperatures with increasing field. Under applied bias Ez ,
Pz never vanishes, and thus the symmetry-breaking associated with Pz order parameter at
the Phase III-IV transition is, strictly speaking, absent. However, the out-of-plane dielectric
susceptibility χP still exhibits two peaks that flatten and shift to higher temperatures with
increasing Ez ; we identify TC with the higher of the two temperatures at which dielectric
response reaches a local maximum, reducing to the Curie temperature at zero field. Increas~ and pushes down its curve. TG is the
ing the magnitude of the applied field reduces |G|
temperature at which the toroidal moment vanishes: the lowest temperature at which Gz
deviates from zero beyond statistical error [99].
Consider the temperature-electric field phase diagram in Figure 3.3. Using the temperature TC , we construct the phase transition curve for polarization, which corresponds to
the phase transition III-IV under null field; TC increases with DC electric field magnitude.
The phase transition curve for toroidal moment is similarly constructed using TG , decreasing
slightly with increasing DC electric field magnitude. For zero field, TC ' 240 K < TG , but,
in Figure 3, the phase transition curves for polarization and toroidal moment cross at 6 × 106
V/m at TC ' 312 K ' TG . The increase of TC and the decrease of TG under applied field
suggest that the gyrotropy coefficient g11 features an enhancement at the crossing point of
TC and TG lines [94]. The phase diagram exhibits four phases in accordance with whether
T < TC (ferroelectric for null field) or T > TC (paraelectric for null field) and T < TG
(ferrotoroidic) or T > TG (paratoroidic). We reserve Roman numerals for phases identified
in [97] and Latin letters for the phases in this diagram. Phase A obtains for all fields and
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Figure 3.2: Temperature transition sequences for various field values E[001] : variation of
(a) the norm of the z-component of the polarization over the system (b) the out-of-plane
dielectric susceptibility of the overall system (c) the norm of the z-component of toroidal
moment averaged over the wires. Lines are the Bézier curves fit to data averaged over 105
MC sweeps after equilibrating over 105 MC sweeps.
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Figure 3.3: Temperature-electric field phase diagram showing phase transition temperatures
for average system polarization (from 105 MC sweeps, where final configurations are used
to identify temperatures at which a significant reduction in the magnitude of polarization
occurs in the wires) and toroidal moment in the wires (averaged over 105 MC sweeps); a
crossing occurs around 6 × 106 V/m at 312 K.
temperatures for which the system is ferrotoroidic and T < TC and encompasses Phases I, II,
and III at zero field; only in this phase is the system chiral, allowing for optical rotation. In
Phase B, the system is ferrotoroidic and T > TC , reducing to Phase IV at zero field. Phase C
in which the system is paratoroidic and T < TC , however, is a new phase for this system with
no analogue under zero field. In Phase D, the system is paratoroidic and T > TC , reducing
to Phase V at zero field. This provides several alternatives for switching the system between
chiral and non-chiral phases, which is important for optical devices. From our gyotropy
enhancement strategy, a practical device would operate near the crossing field and room
temperature. Therefore, small changes in temperature or applied DC electric field would
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move from the chiral phase into a non-chiral phase, either by increasing temperature or by
decreasing temperature (respectively increasing the applied field) to enter the ferrotoroidic
phase with T > TC (resp. paratoroidic phase with T < TC ). The lowest energy path may
depend on the energetics of the topological protection of defects [100].
3.4 Phenomenology
Let us now try to understand some important features of Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Consider a
Landau phenomenological model for the thermodynamics of this system under an electric
field that includes a biquadratic coupling [94] of constant strength λ between polarization
and toroidal moment. The free energy density is given by:

F = F0 (P, G) + λP 2 G2 − EP,

(3.2)

where F0 (G, P ) = αP 2 +βP 4 +αG G2 +βG G4 +. . . is a Landau polynomial expansion in even
powers of P = Pz and G = Gz , and E = Ez denotes the DC electric field. Applying DC field
favors P via the −EP term of Equation (3), which explains why increasing DC electric field
increases TC (as shown in Figure 3) and increases polarization for any temperature below
TC (as shown in Figure 2(a)). This field-induced increase of P , therefore, leads to stronger
repulsion between the polarization and toroidal moment due to the positive sign of the λ
constant involved in the λP 2 G2 energy term of Equation (3). As a result, increasing DC
electric field reduces TG , consistent with Figure 3. Increasing DC electric field also decreases
the toroidal moment for any temperature below TG , as shown in Figure 3.2(c).
3.5 Gyrotropic Responses from Molecular Dynamics
Let us now consider the gyrotropy coefficient g11 for selected temperatures and applied DC
electric fields. It is directly computed using Equation (3.1) from MD simulations with an
AC electric field applied along [001] of magnitude 109 V/m at a frequency of 1 GHz. In
Figure 3.4, we show results for applied DC electric fields of magnitude 2.5 × 106 V/m,
5.0 × 106 V/m, and 6.0 × 106 V/m (the crossing field); Panel A shows an increase in g11
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Figure 3.4: Temperature evolution of the gyrotropic coefficient g11 after heating the system
while applying fixed DC electric fields of (A) 2.5 × 106 V/m, (B) 5 × 106 V/m, and (C)
6 × 106 V/m.
up to 265 K; Panel B shows an increase up to 310 K; Panel C shows an increase up to
305 K and attains g11 nearly double the highest value attained for other fields. Above the
highest temperature reported for each field, the system is in the neighborhood of a phase
transition with respect to either polarization or toroidal moment, making

dGz
dEz

difficult or

impossible to calculate in Equation (3.1). For 2.5 × 106 V/m, TC ' 285 K while TG ' 315
K; for 5.0 × 106 V/m, TC is near 305 K with TG occurring nearer to 315 K; for 6.0 × 106
V/m, T is very close to TC ' TG = 312 K. Thus, under an appropriate DC electric field,
we have an electrotoroidic system that is chiral with enhanced gyrotropic coefficient and
optical rotation at room temperature. At this critical field, the temperature dependence
goes simply as g11 = A/(T0 − T ) with T0 ' 320 K and A about double the value at null
p
field where g11 = A/ (TC − T )(TG − T ). Note T0 overestimates by about 8 K the TG ' TC
value reported in Figure 3.3 for the critical field. Such overestimation likely arises from the
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fact that the MD technique is used to compute g11 from which T0 is extracted, while the MC
scheme is employed to obtain the TG and TC of Figure 3.3 (8 K is within the typical deviation
between MC and MD). Note also the inverse square root law temperature dependence (i.e.,
p
g11 = A/ (TC − T )(TG − T )) was found (not shown here) to not precisely apply for finite
fields lower than the critical field, likely due to the non-trivial field-induced behavior of the
polarization and toroidal moment versus temperature that is depicted in Figure 3.2. (Note
one can also envision tinkering with structural characteristics of the nanocomposites to alter
the gyrotropic response, as evidenced by the numerical finding of [97] that BaTiO3 nanowires
of cross-sectional area less than 2.6 nm2 do not possess any polar vortices when the distance
between adjacent wires is 2.4 nm, as in this work and in Figure 3.1.)
In conclusion, we combined Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
in a first-principles-based effective Hamiltonian scheme to study electrical control of chiral
phases and gyrotropic response in electrotoroidic systems. MC simulations were used to
study temperature evolution of system properties and to provide a temperature-electric field
phase diagram for a nanocomposite exhibiting several complex phenomena. These results
were explained by a Landau model that includes biquadratic coupling between polarization
and toroidal moment. MD simulations were used to calculate the temperature evolution of
gyrotropic response at various applied DC fields, and to demonstrate that under a certain
field our system exhibits optical activity at room temperature that is enhanced relative to
lower applied fields.
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Chapter 4
Temperature and Electric Field Control of the Bandgap in Electrotoroidic Nanocomposites by Large-Scale Ab Initio Methods

4.1 Introduction
The first theoretical prediction of ferroelectric (FE) vortices over a decade ago in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3
(PZT) quantum dots [81] sparked a snark hunt to observe them experimentally (see [101]
and references therein), a hunt rendered successful by their recent unambiguous observation
in PbTiO3 /SrTiO3 superlattices [102]. The order parameter characterizing FE vortices in
an electrotoroidic phase, the electrical toroidal moment G (introduced in Chapter 3), can
be parallel or anti-parallel to the vortex axis, making such phases bistable [81]. Since G
couples to time-dependent electric fields, the main uses envisioned for such vortices are
ultrafast and high-density memories, though the inability to directly manipulate vortices
with static electric fields raises doubts about these memory applications [81, 101, 103].
Optoelectronics may provide alternative uses for FE vortices: electrotoroidic systems can
exhibit optical activity if the electrical toroidal moment G couples to a spontaneous electrical polarization P, a major point of interest in recent work [94, 102, 104]. Applying an
appropriate bias field parallel to G and P has even been predicted to enhance such optical
activity near room temperature in a (Ba,Sr)TiO3 (BST) nanocomposite [1]. Moreover, in
such a nanocomposite, it has been shown numerically that an extrinsically stabilized electrical skyrmion can be generated from an FE vortex that coexists with polar order [100]. Since
the formation of electrical vortices was previously found to have significant consequences for
optical and electronic properties [3], it is reasonable to wonder if the topological transformation from an FE vortex to an electrical skyrmion also has implications for electronic structure
and what mechanisms would control these implications, if any. Such explorations serve the
broader goal of evaluating the implications of electrical topological defects for electronics
[3, 82, 105–107].
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The principal challenge in calculating electronic properties of FE vortices and electrical
skyrmions is that they exist on the scale of thousands of atoms, which is too large for most
first-principles codes to calculate at reasonable computational cost. The second-principles
effective Hamiltonian codes used in most of the theoretical papers cited herein can readily calculate equilibrium relaxed atomic configurations and properties resulting from ionic degrees
of freedom, but they do not include electronic degrees of freedom. We adopt here the solution
of [3], combining the second-principles effective Hamiltonian (Heff ) method for calculating
relaxed atomic configurations with the first-principles linear scaling three-dimensional fragment (LS3DF) method for efficiently calculating electronic structure in large systems. Since
the earlier work of [3], a GPU implementation of LS3DF has been developed and deployed
on the Titan supercomputer, enabling these calculations to converge in less than an hour
[71]. Such codes when combined with petascale computing may enable extension of computational “materials by design” approaches to complex nanostructures, wherein the scale of
the systems simulated numerically approach the scale of actual devices.
Our aim in this work is to evaluate potential optoelectronic uses for topologically nontrivial and potentially chiral phases in an electrotoroidic nanocomposite, including phases possessing a coexistence of vortex and polarization as well as (Bloch-like) skyrmionic states. We
consider a variation of the nanocomposite consisting of a BaTiO3 (BTO) nanowire embedded
in a SrTiO3 (STO) medium that was first introduced in [97], whose ground state is ferroelectric and exhibits electrical vortices with G and P parallel to each other. Numerous studies
have highlighted the emergent properties of this vortex nanostructure [1, 94, 97, 100, 108],
including the aforementioned room-temperature enhancement of optical activity or chirality.
We also use the recipe of [100] to generate an extrinsically stabilized electrical skyrmion from
the vortex ground state that also possesses spontaneous polarization, P, by applying a DC
electric field antiparallel to P, which at some critical value reverses the orientation of local
dipoles in the medium but not the wire. Using Heff to generate transition sequences for the
vortex and skyrmion states as well as relaxed atomic configurations, we use the GPU imple-
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mentation of LS3DF to calculate band gap and charge distributions for (1) the FE vortex
state over a wide range of temperatures and (2) for various states in the transition from an
FE vortex to a skyrmion. We find that, in such nanocomposites as considered here, temperature tuning of the bandgap of an FE vortex provides significantly greater range of control
of the band gap than electric field switching of an electrical skyrmion and the possibility
of controlling band alignment, likely providing vortices a greater range of applicability for
real optoelectronic devices than skyrmions. In the spirit of “materials by design,” we provide
a proof-of-principle for bandgap engineering of oxide heterostructures by GPU-accelerated
LS3DF, where polarization and bond angle distortion in each component material of the
structure act as a handle for controlling the conduction band minimum [109]. The manipulation of bond angles also relates our work more broadly to controlling functional properties
of perovskite oxide heterostructures through octahedral connectivity, though we emphasize
our work only considers bond angle distortions rather than octahedral distortions [110].
4.2 System and Methods
We employ two numerical schemes in this work: Heff and LS3DF+PEtot. For calculating
relaxed equilibrium atomic configurations and properties resulting from ionic degrees of
freedom, Heff for BST is used from a perturbation of the virtual crystal approximation
(VCA) [27, 43]. Technical details are provided in Chapter 2.
Following the protocol in [3], to calculate optoelectronic properties in our nanostructures
we use Heff to generate relaxed configurations as inputs for our second numerical scheme,
the LS3DF method. First introduced in [41], LS3DF is a linearly-scaling code for selfconsistently calculating the global charge density and potential for large systems (>10,000
atoms) in a density functional theory framework. Technical details are provided in Chapter
2. The LS3DF code, a 2008 Gordon Bell Prize winner, was recently introduced in a GPU
implementation on the Titan supercomputer, resulting in 6-7 times speedup [71]. A typical
calculation of our 2880-atom supercell with 13,824 electrons converged with total energy
error ∼ 10−6 Hartree in 35 SCF iterations, taking approximately 24 minutes on Titan using
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4,000 nodes (one GPU per node).
4.3 Polarization Texture by Effective Hamiltonian
Our calculations use a periodic square array of BTO nanowires embedded in a lesser polarity
medium of STO, each wire along the pseudocubic [001] direction (z-direction) with a crosssection of 2.4×2.4 nm2 in the (001) plane ((x,y)-plane) and adjacent wires are separated by
2.4 nm. Specifically, we use a 12 × 12 × 4 supercell with 2880 atoms, as illustrated in Figure
4.1.A. The ground state is prepared by cooling under a poling field of 109 V/m along [001],
then removing the field at 5 K and relaxing the system, according to the procedure in [97].
The ground state exhibits electrical polarization along the [001] direction P=Pz ẑ and the
presence of an FE vortex at the ground state is manifest in Figure 4.2.A, which shows the
electrical dipole pattern in the (x,y)-plane at 15K. The electrical toroidal moment G=Gz ẑ
is the order parameter characterizing the existence of such electrical vortices. In Figures
4.1.B and 4.1.C, we provide transition sequences for the order parameters Pz and Gz as the
supercell is heated from the vortex ground state in the absence of applied electric fields.
Note in particular the transition temperatures associated with these order parameters: the
Curie temperature Tc '165-175 K and the temperature TG '195-205 K at which dipoles in
the (x,y)-plane organize into a circulating vortex pattern, more or less coinciding with values
reported in [3]. The out-of-plane dielectric susceptibility (not shown) also exhibits a peak
around TC . Additional dipole patterns for selected temperatures are shown in Figures 4.2.BE (demonstrating the increasingly disordered and eventually nonexistent vortex pattern as
temperature increases). Consistent with Figure 4.1.B, for increasing temperatures above 75
K, the net polarization of the medium decreases significantly before it decreases in the wire.
In contrast to temperature control of the vortex state in the absence of applied electric
field, we consider electric field control of vortex and skyrmion states at the fixed temperature
of 15 K (note that we slightly heated the system from 5 K to 15 K, for consistency with
[94, 100]). To generate an electrical skyrmion (that adopts, in addition to in-plane vortices, a
change of the z-component of the dipoles from up to down as we laterally move away from the
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Figure 4.1: (A) Top view of the equilibrium relaxed atomic configuration extracted from
Heff for the FE vortex at 15 K without applied electric field: atoms labeled as Ba (purple),
Sr (green), Ti (blue), O (red); (B)-(D) transition sequences while heating from the vortex
ground state for the z−components of overall polarization and wire toroidal moment and for
Ti-O-Ti bond angle distortion averaged over the x− and y−directions, respectively; (E)-(H)
similar sequences for treatment by increasingly negative field along [001] (aside from ”Pz w/
Field", all values are obtained after removing field and relaxing), including a breakdown of Pz
into local contributions; simulations used 150,000 MC sweeps for equilibration and 150,000
more for statistics on P and G, with angles and local polarization obtained by averaging over
many randomly sampled configurations after relaxation.
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Evolution of Dipole Patterns with Temperature and Electric Field
Legend
wire
positive
negative
(A) 15 K

(B) 75 K

(C) 135 K

(D) 165 K

(E) 425 K

medium
positive
negative

(F) -2.25e7 V/m

(G) -5.00e7 V/m

(H) -1.00e8 V/m

(I) -2.50e8 V/m

(J) -3.00e8 V/m

Figure 4.2: Dipole patterns in arbitrary z-planes of the supercell; (A)-(E) show the evolution
and eventual breakdown of the vortex as temperatures increase for 15 K, 75 K, 135 K, 165 K,
and 425 K; (A) followed by (F)-(J) show the transition from the vortex to the skyrmion and
eventually complete switching to a configuration in which all dipoles point downward with
treatment (apply, remove, relax) by increasingly negative fields along [001] for 0, −2.25×107 ,
−5.0 × 107 , −1.0 × 108 , −2.5 × 108 , and −3.0 × 108 V/m; dipoles labeled as red (purple) for
positive z-components in the wire (medium) and cyan (green) for negative z-components.
center of the wire), we apply an increasingly negative DC electric field to the vortex in steps
of increasing field magnitude along [001] at 15 K. In analogy to [100], a first-order transition
from a vortex to a skyrmion occurs at a critical field value of Ec =−2.25x107 V/m along [001].
The purple curve “Pz with Field” in Figure 4.1.E, which provides the transition sequence
with applied field for Pz before the field has been removed, this transition is indicated by a
substantial reduction in overall Pz to a slightly negative value. However, we are primarily
interested in skyrmion states that persist after the applied electric field is withdrawn. We find
that, for any particular value of applied electric field of magnitude at least 2.25×107 V/m, the
skyrmion persists after turning off the electric field and relaxing the system. The transition
sequence in the yellow curve “Pz” in Figure 4.1.E indicates a first-order reduction in Pz has
occurred after removing Ec , where the system has a small negative overall polarization. As
we relax the system after removing successively larger applied fields (up to −2×108 V/m), Pz
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slightly decreases and then mostly remains constant. For fields between −2 × 108 V/m and
−3.0 × 108 V/m, the skyrmion is gradually annihilated as increasingly many dipoles point
downward in the wire, even after the field is removed, until all dipoles point downward; the
circulating dipole patterns persist in the plane.
We more completely examine the microstructural evolution of the skyrmion with treatment by successively larger electric fields. For the electric field treatment at various field
magnitudes, Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of the z-component of the Ti-centered local
dipoles for each unit cell in selected z-planes, which we remind the reader is after the field
has been removed. The homogeneously positive distribution for the vortex switches to an
inhomogeneous distribution after treatment at Ec , where enough dipoles in the medium are
antiparallel to those in the wire that Pz is driven downward in Figure 4.1.E. Such a configuration of core dipoles in the wires antiparallel to the surrounding dipoles in the medium
constitute an electrical skyrmion, though unlike in [100] the core is not strictly confined
to the wire. However, upon reaching applied field of −5.0 × 107 V/m, the nucleation of a
π-domain wall primarily coinciding with the interface between the wire and domain has occurred; the skyrmion is now confined to the wire. For treatment by fields (that is, application
of field and relaxation after removal) with magnitude ∼ 2 × 108 V/m, the skyrmion configuration is gradually annihilated as an increasing number dipoles point downward, eventually
all of them. Figure 4.1.F characterizes these changes in local polarization associated to the
medium, wire, and their interface after the field is removed; quantitatively similar results
are obtained before the field is removed. The dipole patterns in the z-planes for the selected
applied fields whose dipole distributions were just considered are provided in Figures 4.2.F-J.
In addition to the π-modulation of the axial polarization (that is, the reversal of axial polarization between the core and outermost dipoles), these 2D projected patterns are vortices;
this modulation imbues the system with a chiral (Bloch-like) skyrmion structure. We confirmed the topological nature of the skyrmion by calculating the O(3)-invariant Pontryagin
density of the dipole configuration in each plane and its surface integral to obtain the integer
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topological charge Q, which counts how many times the (normalized) dipole moment wraps
around the unit sphere [100, 111]. Between treatment by null field (vortex) and 5.0 × 107
V/m along [001], Q transitions from 0 to −1, indicating the formation of a skyrmion; only
when fields larger than ∼ 3 × 108 V/m in magnitude eliminate the skyrmion does Q transition back to 0 (not shown here). Despite our smaller supercell and skyrmion of one-seventh
the area of that in [100], in analogous fashion the Pontryagin density adopts peaks located
at domain wall junctions in the plane (not shown here).
As demonstrated in Figure 4.1.G, still after field has been removed, the strong circulation
patterns in the z-planes are characterized by a toroidal moment nearly constant for the
applied fields we considered. Phenomenologically, the conjugate field for toroidal moment is
the curl of an electric field, not a homogeneous electric field as we are considering [94, 100].
This explanation is adequate, however, as [94] shows that such a nanocomposite as ours can
possess biquadratically coupled P and G such that applied fields along [001] can significantly
change G. In the presence of such coupling, natural optical activity arises and both its sign
and magnitude may be controlled by P and G. A closer examination of the microstructures
reported from the molecular dynamics (MD) in [94] reveals an electrical skyrmion is realized
in that system along part of its hysteresis loop, where toroidal moment changes negligibly
with applied field and the gyrotropic coefficient is negligible. Our MD results (not shown)
corroborate this conclusion in our smaller supercell. We do not expect the skyrmion to be
strongly optically active (even despite being Bloch-like) [94]; it is adequate for our purposes
to argue that the opposite polarization in the wire and medium results in relatively small net
polarization and reduces the change in overall polarization with field, so the coupled toroidal
moment only changes slightly. Regardless, the small strength of optical activity may have
implications for electronic structure, which we proceed to consider.
4.4 Band Gap and Real Space Charge Distribution by LS3DF+PEtot
We apply the aforementioned LS3DF+PEtot method to calculate the eigenenergies and
real space charge distributions of band edge states for selected atomic configurations of our
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Distribution of Z-Component of Local Modes at 15 K
(A) 0 V/m

(B) -2.25e7 V/m

(C) -5.0e7 V/m

(D) -1.0e8 V/m

(E) -2.5e8 V/m

(F) -3.0e8 V/m

Figure 4.3: Distribution of z-component of local modes (these local modes are directly
proportional to the electric dipoles) in the same z-planes as Figures 4.2.A and 4.2.F-J with
color scaling in the legend from -0.2 to 0.2; 4.2.A-F are for applied fields along [001]: 0,
−2.25 × 107 , −5.0 × 107 , −1.0 × 108 , −2.5 × 108 , −3.0 × 108 V/m.
nanocomposite discussed above. These calculations extend those in [3] to a wider range of
temperatures, from the vortex ground state at 15 K to the paratoroidic state at 425 K, and
to a range of applied fields at 15 K through the evolution of a skyrmion state. These LS3DF
calculations in a local density approximation agree with direct DFT calculations of the PEtot
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code [67] within 10 meV for the bandgaps of STO and BTO in their paraelectric phases and
agree with reported values in the literature to similar precision [3, 112]. All of these calculations tend to underestimate the experimental bandgaps by ∼1.3 eV (see [3] and references
therein). Our results are summarized in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 (bandgaps and charge distributions). Note, the temperature dependence of the bandgap reported here results solely from
the effect temperature has on the crystal structure (e.g, through polarization and toroidal
moment) and how the resulting change in crystal structure alters the electronic structure.
Consequently we neglect the direct effect of temperature on electronic structure (arising from,
e.g., electron-phonon couplings) since these direct temperature changes typically should be
small (see the discussion of thermal dependence of the bandgap in homogeneous semiconductors in [113]). As a check, note the calculated global bandgaps of the vortex system at 165 K
and 425 K are 1.878 eV and 1.900 eV, agreeing with [3] within ∼10 meV, included in Figure
4.4.A. Moreover, Figure 4.5.A and 4.5.B show the change in real-space charge distribution
associated with the change of band alignment from Type I to Type II between 425 to 165
K, where lifting of the lowest-lying conduction state in the BTO wire causes the conduction
band minimum (CBM) states to become localized in the STO medium while the valence
band maximum (VBM) states remain localized in the wire. This change in band alignment
and increased bandgap associated with vortex formation at TG is caused by increased Ti-OTi bond angle distortion in the wire [3]; because Ti 3d electrons contribute to the CBM, this
bond angle distortion alters orbital overlap, narrowing the conduction band and increasing
the bandgap [109, 110, 114]. The increased bond angle distortion in the wire that occurs with
increased bandgap at TG can be seen by comparing Figure 4.1.D with 4.5.A. Our calculated
global bandgap at 135 K follows the trend in our data, but underestimates the value in [3] by
0.03 eV, primarily because the VBM is higher than expected; we attribute this to differences
in the calculated atomic configurations from Heff.
The extension we provide for [3] to lower temperatures may be exciting for bandgap
engineering in oxide heterostructures. We observe an increase of the global bandgap on the
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Figure 4.4: (A) Line plot of bandgap at selected temperatures for the vortex system as
calculated using PEtot from overall potential/charge distribution output by LS3DF; (B)
similar plot for the electrical skyrmion with the same scaling along the vertical axes for
comparison, but with x-axis labeled by magnitude of field applied along [001] that was then
removed.
order of ∼0.3 eV between the ground and paratoroidic states (explicitly, between 15 K and
425 K) in Figure 4.4.A, about half of the increase in the bandgap that has been calculated
for bulk BTO between its tetragonal and rhombohedral phases [109]. Figure 4.1.B shows this
rise correlates primarily to an increase in overall polarization with decreasing temperature
below TC , not toroidal moment of the wire. However, Type II band alignment persists for all
temperatures below TG such that the CBM states stay localized in the medium; moreover,
the VBM states see little change in their energies with temperature. Therefore, the increase
in the global bandgap associated with decreasing temperature below TC (and thus below
TG ), which is almost entirely through raising the CBM states, must be caused by lifting of
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the lowest-lying conduction states in the medium. Such lifting must be caused by increased
polarization in the medium; indeed, most of the increase in overall polarization due to
contributions from the medium occur around 75-105 K in Figure 4.1.B, as does the lifting in
Figure 4.5.A. With regard to the mechanism for this change, we return to the average Ti-O-Ti
bond angle distortion reported in Figure 4.1.D. Around 75-105 K, the bond angle distortion
has already leveled off in the wire, but increases by nearly 10◦ in the medium. Thus, we claim
that the increase in bandgap associated with decreased temperature below the ferroelectric
transition is associated with increased polarization and distortion of Ti-O-Ti bond angles
in the STO medium, despite that STO is not ferroelectric in bulk (or at least substantially
less polarizable in our computational scheme). The increase in polarization in the wire does
not drive the raising of the CBM below the electrotoroidic transition temperature, as the
lowest-lying conduction state in the wire has already been pushed above that in the medium
and is pushed even higher by greater polarization there than in the medium.
We also consider the bandgap and charge distributions associated with the electrical
skyrmion subject to treatment by various electric fields – after the field is removed. In
Figure 4.4.B, the electrical skyrmion sees a smaller range of bandgap control than the vortex,
only 0.05 eV, though interestingly it is not strictly monotonic. There is no change in band
alignment associated with the skyrmion that can be seen in Figures 4.5.C and 4.5.D; the
lowest-lying conduction state in the wire cannot be pushed below that in the medium and
the VBM in the wire is largely unchanged, aside from some delocalization of charge into the
medium in Figure 4.5.D. The initial reduction in bandgap associated with the formation of
the skyrmion at Ec in Figure 4.4.B is caused by reduced magnitude of polarization in the
medium (see Figure 4.1.F; the change in sign does not matter); the reduced polarization in
the medium is associated with reduced bond angle distortion, as evidenced in Figure 4.1.H.
Continued treatment by stronger fields increases the magnitude of polarization in the medium
through increased bond angle distortion, driving up slightly the CBM and bandgap. With
the annihilation of the skyrmion at larger fields, the CBM and bandgap decrease slightly.
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The cause of this is not entirely clear, but may be associated with increased charge density
in the domain wall junction (see the dipole pattern in Figure 4.2.J) in the upper right of
the CBM charge distribution, as in Figure 4.5.D (and charge distributions at higher fields
omitted for brevity); this domain wall junction, incidentally, is also a vortex. Given the
central importance of topology for domain wall junctions for electrical skyrmions [100] and
the relation between FE domain wall and vortex physics [101], how the localization of charge
– whether or not they originate from structural defects [82, 107] – at domain walls and their
junctions modifies the electronic properties of electric topological defects should be further
explored.

Real Space Charge Distributions of Band Edge States
A

D

c

B

CBM

VBM

425 K

15 K

135 K

-2.25e7 V/m, 15 K

Figure 4.5: Real space charge distributions for linear combinations of degenerate VBM
and CBM states for various vortex and skyrmion system configurations; (A) paraelectric
and paratoroidic state at 425 K, (B) ferroelectric and electrotoroidic state at 135 K; (C)
ferroelectric and electrotoroidic state at 15 K near ground state; (D) skyrmion state after
−2.25e7 V/m applied field treatment and then removal of this field.
More generally, it would be worth exploring a greater variety of boundary conditions.
For instance, BTO nanodots (rather than nanowires) embedded in a STO matrix would
change the electrical boundary conditions along the z-axis. In fact, the infinitely-long wires
studied here imply we are dealing with short-circuit-like conditions along the z-axis for
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the vortex state that also exhibits a polarization along the z-axis. Such short-circuit-like
conditions result in the absence of any internal out-of-plane depolarizing electric field (note
the in-plane vortex annihilates any in-plane depolarizing field). However, nanodots should
be closer to open-circuit-like conditions along the z-axis, which can give rise to an out-ofplane depolarizing field unless the system reacts by adopting complex arrangements leading
to an overall cancellation of the z-component of the dipoles (e.g., 180◦ domains for the
z-dipoles). The effect of depolarizing field or such hypothetical complex arrangements on
optical properties and electronic structure merit further investigation as well.
4.5 Conclusions
We combined an effective Hamiltonian for (Ba,Sr)TiO3 and a GPU implementation of the
large-scale ab initio LS3DF method to determine that temperature tuning of an electrical
vortex provides a significantly larger range of control of the bandgap than electric field control of an electrical skyrmion. As a result of the previously observed Type I to Type II
crossover of band alignment associated with vortex formation in our chosen nanocomposite
[3], a BTO nanowire embedded in an STO medium, the bandgap is primarily controlled in
both systems by the lowest-lying conduction state in the medium. This control is achieved
by controlling polarization and Ti-O-Ti bond angle distortion in the embedding medium,
despite that STO is not ferroelectric in bulk (recall, however, that our effective Hamiltonian predicts a Curie temperature for bulk SrTiO3 corresponding to the experimental value
for bulk Ba0.15 Sr0.85 TiO3 [27], which is still less polarizable than BTO [97]). We provide
proof-of-principle for the use of large-scale atomistic simulations for bandgap engineering
for oxide heterostructures. We demonstrate that manipulating polarization in the different
component materials of these nanostructures is one strategy for this engineering. Future
work may incorporate oxygen vacancies to consider their interaction with domain walls and
their junctions in the vortex and skyrmion and how this affect bandgap control.
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Chapter 5
Atomistic Theory of Negative Capacitance in (Ba,Sr)TiO3 Superlattices

5.1 Introduction
Negative capacitance (NC), although thermodynamically unstable, was recently realized
in ferroelectrics, either transiently upon switching the ferroelectric polarization [115–117]
or statically in SrTiO3 /PbTiO3 superlattices [118] and ferroelectric nanodots [119]. Realizing NC in a ferroelectric embedded between semiconductors is one of the simplest, most
promising routes available to defeat the Boltzmann tyranny that plagues transistor energetic
consumption, and to enable the design of more efficient transistors [120].
Two distinct origins have been proposed for static or low-frequency NC. The first mechanism uses a monodomain ferroelectric in series with a stiff dielectric to force the ferroelectric
into a paraelectric state [121] with negative curvature of the Landau potential [122]. The
second relies on the domain pattern and incomplete screening (through the appearance of a
dielectric dead layer or finite-length metallic screening) [123] of the polarization induced by
domain wall motion [121, 124].
The aforementioned works have shown the main mechanism causing NC relies on the
generation of a larger depolarizing field response in the ferroelectric than the overall applied
electric field. Most works so far focused on the relative thickness of the ferroelectric and
dielectric layers [118] or on electrostatic screening [123, 125, 126] to induce NC. In this work,
we propose epitaxial strain as an alternative handle to control NC. We demonstrate how
strain in (BaTiO3 )m /(SrTiO3 )n superlattices (BTO/STO SLs) can tune the magnitude of
NC and its temperature range. Varying Ba and Sr compositions in titanate perovskites has
proven to be effective to obtain large, tunable dielectric permittivities for capacitors, either
in bulk solid solution [27] or films [62, 127–129]. We show that (i) strain and the different
resulting dipolar configurations tune NC in (BaTiO3 )8 /(SrTiO3 )2 superlattices, and, (ii)
under large compressive strain and low temperature, a transfer of NC from the BTO to the
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STO layer occurs that, to the best of our knowledge, has never been reported. We also
interpret NC in terms of responses to the local macroscopic electric field that incorporates
depolarizing fields.
5.2 Method and System
Our work uses the effective Hamiltonian model of [27] that expresses the total energy as
Hef f = Have ({ui } , {vi } , ηH ) + Hloc ({ui } , {vi } , {σi }) in terms of a few degrees of freedom:
the local soft mode in a unit cell i, ui , proportional to the polarization; inhomogeneous
strain describing the deformation of unit cell i, vi ; and the homogeneous strain ηH of the
supercell. Have represents the average total energy of a virtual hBa0.5 Sr0.5 i TiO3 crystal, and
Hloc represents the energetic perturbation due to the chemical distribution of Ba and Sr
cations (σi = +1 for Ba and σi = −1 for Sr in cell i). This model accurately described Curie
temperatures and phase diagrams in disordered and ordered (Ba, Sr)TiO3 systems [27, 62,
130], with the proviso that it treats SrTiO3 as (Ba, Sr)TiO3 with a small Ba concentration of
15% by predicting an unstrained bulk paraelectric-to-ferroelectric transition around 100 K.
We solve this model using Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in a 12 × 12 × 10
supercell to mimic a (BaTiO3 )8 /(SrTiO3 )2 superlattice grown along the pseudo-cubic [001]
direction. The supercell is field cooled under a 200 kV.cm−1 from 1000 K to 25 K by 25 K
steps using 2 × 105 MC sweeps, and then to 5 K in 5 K steps using 106 sweeps. The field
is then removed, and the system is heated from 5 K to 25 K (5 K steps), and from 25 K
to 1525 K (25 K steps) using 106 sweeps. Thermodynamic averages are taken over the last
8×105 sweeps; static dielectric susceptibilities are estimated based on linear response theory,
using correlators as described below.
We observe different phases depending on strain and temperature in the superlattice, as
depicted in Figure 5.1. At high temperature, a paraelectric phase p with disordered dipole
patterns is the most stable state. At low temperature and moderate and larger tensile strain
(> 1.65% around 300 K), the superlattice is orthorhombic with in-plane polarization (aa
phase in Figure 5.1); between large tensile and small compressive strain (−0.35 to 2.40% at
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Figure 5.1: Phase diagram of the (BaTiO3 )8 /(SrTiO3 )2 superlattice, with multidomain outof-plane polar phase i, monodomain out-of-plane polar phase i0 , orthorhombic polar phase
with in-plane polarization aa, phase ii having both in-plane polarization and out-of-plane polar domains, and high-temperature paraelectric phase p. The black and yellow lines separate
these phases. The green shaded area demarcates the stability region of polar nanobubbles.
The red and blue shaded areas represent regions of NC for the BTO and STO layers. Inplane dipolar patterns are depicted for 1.77, −0.45, −1.56 and −2.02% epitaxial strains and
shows up and down dipoles colored in red and blue respectively.
5 K) and low temperature, alternating out-of-plane polar domains develop in the ii phase in
addition to an in-plane polarization. At moderate and larger compressive strain, no in-plane
polar order exists, but out-of-plane alternating polar domains remain in the i phase. At large
compressive strain, a monodomain phase i0 with out-of-plane polarization becomes stable
and is separated from the i phase by a polar nanobubble phase (green area and snapshot in
Figure 5.1). The phase diagram agrees qualitatively with previous reports [62, 130], except
that monodomain phase i0 and polar nanobubbles are presently found, likely because our
studied system has smaller overall Sr concentration than in those studies. Note that polar
nanobubbles, despite their prediction more than ten years ago [131], only recently have been
observed experimentally in ferroelectric superlattices [132].
The patterns generally follow the regimes also observed in strained BTO thin films [131]:
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alternating stripe domains whose periodicity may coexist with a nonzero spontaneous polarization; bubbles when the domains of one orientation (in this case, “down") reach their
minimum size and contract; and monodomains. The alternating domains admit greater variety over the range of misfit strains than stripes; see Figure 5.2. The dipole patterns that
develop at higher tensile strains correspond to what was labeled Phase III in [62], which
exhibit an in-plane pattern consisting of dipoles along [110] with alternating diagonal stripes
of “up" and “down" dipoles; this occurs at 2.22% misfit strain in Figure 5.2. At smaller
tensile strains, these stripes expand into alternating diagonal stripe domains. Moving into
the smaller tensile and compressive strains, the domain patterns are similar to those labeled
Phase IV in [62], consisting rather of alternating vertical or horizontal stripes. Particularly
as the overall orthorhombic in-plane polarization vanishes at larger compressive strains, the
edges of the stripes become increasingly irregular, bearing closer resemblance to the frustrated compositionally modulated patterns in [130]. Greater compressive strains see clearer
zigzag patterns with a modulation in magnitude of the in-plane dipole components from the
center of the domain to the domain wall. The change in periodic stripes to zigzag patterns
is shown through misfit strains 2.43%, −0.44%, and −1.67% in Figure 5.2. These dipole
configurations exhibit a flux-closure pattern over the layers of the supercell: four layers with
outward-pointing domains, a layer with no clear in-plane ordering in the domains, inwardpointing domains, and a second disordered layer. The transitional nanobubble pattern is
shown at misfit strain −1.64% in Figure 5.2 while the monodomain pattern in phase i 0 is
shown there at misfit strain −2.13%.
5.3 Theory
We focus on the dielectric response of the superlattice in different regions of the phase
diagram. Care must be taken when defining the different layer-resolved dielectric susceptibilities and dielectric permittivities. Indeed, unlike the global dielectric permittivity of a solid
modeled with periodic boundary conditions (i.e., neglecting surface effects), the layers of that
periodic system each experience a depolarizing field in response to an applied electric field.
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Figure 5.2: In-plane dipole patterns at 5 K in the [BTO]8 /[STO]2 superlattice for several
misfit strains obtained from the first BTO layer nearest to the BTO-STO interface, averaged
over the last 800,000 sweeps; red dipoles have a positive out-of-plane component, blue dipoles
negative; top row, left to right: 1.22%, 1.11% middle row, left to right: −0.44%, −1.0%;
bottom row, left to right: −1.64%, −2.13%.
Then the macroscopic electric field in the layer (which is not the microscopic dipole field in
our effective Hamiltonian [33]) divides into a local and an applied part: Elayer = Eloc + Eext .
One can thus define external and internal susceptibilities for a layer, χext
layer =
χint
layer =

∆Player
,
ε0 ∆Elayer

∆Player
ε0 ∆Eext

and

where ∆Elayer and ∆Player are the respective changes of total electric field

and polarization in the layer in reaction to an applied external electric field ∆Eext [125, 126].
All polarizations and electric fields are considered in the stacking direction of the superlattice.
We calculate these responses according to the linear response formulas:
1 V
[hPlayer Ptot i − hPlayer i hPtot i]
ε0 kB T
,
∂ hElayer i
= χext
.
layer
∂Eext

χext
layer =

(5.1a)

χint
layer

(5.1b)

The total volume factor V for the system prevents finite-size scaling issues when local and
global responses are compared; T and kB refer to temperature and Boltzmann’s constant;
angular brackets indicate thermodynamic averages. One can define an internal dielectric
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permittivity εint
layer for a layer in addition to the total dielectric permittivity εtot of the system,
int
εint
layer = 1 + χlayer ,

εtot = 1 +

(5.2a)


1 V  2
Ptot − hPtot i2
ε0 kB T

(5.2b)

We rely upon a separate fluctuation formula for the response of the internal electric field to
the external electric field:
∂ hElayer i
V
=1+
[hEloc Ptot i − hEloc i hPtot i]
∂Eext
kB T
= εtot − χext
layer

(periodic superlattice).

(5.3a)
(5.3b)

Equation (5.3a) applies under general electrical boundary conditions that are not necessarily
periodic. In a periodic superlattice as considered here, Eloc = (Ptot − Player )/ε0 [118]; then,
upon substituting Equation (5.3b) into Equation (5.1b), we recover the formula for the
ext
internal relative dielectric permittivity εint
layer = εtot /(εtot − χlayer ) in [118]. Equations (5.1b),
∂ hElayer i
(5.2a), and (5.3a) imply one can achieve NC if χext
< 0, when the change in
layer + ∂Eext

residual depolarizing field in the layer ∆Eloc caused by an applied field Eext is larger in
magnitude than Eext + ∆Player /ε0 [125, 126].
5.3.1 Derivations
We derive the above formulas and a version of the sum rule for (inverse) capacitances
in series that lets us precisely interpret negative capacitance in terms of a negative internal
dielectric permittivity εint
layer . In this subsection only, we will assume a superlattice with M
layers and thicknesses li , ..i = 1, . . . , M, and overall thickness L. We adopt the same notation
as in [118]. All polarizations and electric fields are considered in the stacking direction of
the superlattice.
The macroscopic electric field in the layer divides into a local and an applied part: Elayer =
Eloc + Eext . However, we now label the layer by index i, e.g., Ei = Ei,loc + Eext The external
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and internal susceptibilities for a layer are χext
=
i

∆Pi
ε0 ∆Eext

and χint
=
i

∆Pi
,
ε0 ∆Ei

where ∆Ei

and ∆Pi are respectively the change of total electric field and polarization in the layer i in
reaction to an applied external electric field ∆Eext [125, 126].
We prove the various fluctuation formulas for local polarization. Our effective Hamiltonian can be written in the form

H = H (0) − V Ptot Eext ,
where V Ptot is the dipole of the finite sample, Eext is the applied field, and H (0) is the
energy functional of the system in the absence of an applied field. To extend to the case
of nanostructures subject to lower dimensional electrical boundary conditions, we would
also separate out the maximal depolarizing field contributions [125]. We use linear response
theory [49]. We consider the perturbation of an observable A:



dΓ exp − H (0) − V Ptot Eext /(kB T ) A
R
,
dΓ exp [− (H (0) − V Ptot Eext ) /(kB T )]

R
hAi0 =

where Γ indicates the phase space coordinates. In the limit of small fields, we have the
derivative


∂hAi
∂Eext



1
{hAV Ptot i − hAihV Ptot i}
kB T
V
{hAPtot i − hAihPtot i} .
=
kB T

=
Eext =0

If layer polarization Pi is the observable, then
χext
=
i

1 ∂ hPi i
1 V
=
[hPi Ptot i − hPi i hPtot i] .
ε0 ∂Eext
ε0 kB T
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(5.4)

The layer internal dielectric response formula is obtained by the chain rule [125]:

=
χext
i

1 ∂ hPi i ∂ hEi i
∂ hEi i
= χint
.
i
ε0 ∂ hEi i ∂Eext
∂Eext

(5.5)

To evaluate the response of the macroscopic electric field of the layer to the externally applied
field, one starts by observing that the macroscopic field has two parts, one of which is the
external field, so we have
∂ hEi,loc i
∂ hEi i
=1+
.
∂Eext
∂Eext

(5.6)

Then we need a cumulant formula for the local contribution only. This amounts to choosing
Ei,loc as the observable in the above linear response formulas. One can obtain Equation (5.3a).
To extend to general electrical boundary conditions, the depolarizing field contributions [33,
125] can be added to the local field.
Interestingly, besides the described above cumulant approach to the calculation of the
local internal response, one can also use a direct approach. Indeed, starting from the definitions given in [125] and, by employing Eloc = (Ptot − Player )/ε0 [118], one can recover the
direct approach formula [118] for the calculation of the internal dielectric permittivity in a
periodic superlattice:
1 ∆Pi
0 ∆Ei
∆Pi
1+
(∆Ptot − ∆Pi ) + 0 Eext
∆Ptot + 0 Eext
(∆P − ∆Pi ) + 0 Eext
 tot  


ext
ext
χext
+
1
/
χ
−
χ
+
1
tot
tot
i


εtot / εtot − χext
,
i

int
= 1 + χint
i
i = 1+
=
=
=
=

(5.7)

A cumulant approach like ours was, in fact, hinted at in [118], but was not elaborated upon
or used; we find the cumulant approach more valuable.
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Equation (5.7) makes it easy to verify the series capacitance rule. Note discrete differences
make it easy to verify the series capacitance rule:
M
M


X
X
∆Ptot − ∆Pi
ext
ext
)Eext
li (1 +
li εtot − χi Eext =
Eext
i=1
i=1
M


1X
= L Eext + ∆Ptot −
li ∆Pi
L i=1


= L Eext + ∆Ptot − ∆Ptot

= LEext .

Then for fixed cross-section A perpendicular to the stacking direction,


ext
M
M
ε
−
χ
X
X
tot
i
li 1
li
=
int
A0 i
A0
εtot
i=1
i=1
=

1
L 1
=
.
Aε0 tot
Ctot

(5.8)

To be clear, we are proving this “internal" series capacitance sum rule, not merely assuming
it. We can say a few things about this sum rule. Satisfying this formal sum suggests that
we can reasonably interpret a layer with internal dielectric permittivity int
i to contribute a
capacitance of Ci =

A0 int
 .
li i

Also, we can view a ferroelectric-dielectric superlattice system

differently from the traditional picture of a capacitor filled with several layers of dielectric
material with known external dielectric permittivities. Rather, each layer of material has an
internal dielectric permittivity that is determined by the local electrical environment in the
adjacent layers [118, 123, 125]. The local internal dielectric permittivities together determine
the global external dielectric permittivity.
5.4 Negative Capacitance Optimization and Switching
The upper panels of Figure 5.3 report the external out-of-plane dielectric permittivities
of strained bulk BaTiO3 (BTO), SrTiO3 (STO) and disordered (Ba0.8 Sr0.2 )TiO3 (BST) in
red, blue, and green respectively; we compare with the external dielectric response of our
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Figure 5.3: (Upper panels) total external dielectric permittivity of the superlattice (black
line), dielectric permittivity of bulk STO (blue dashed), bulk BTO (red dashed dotted),
and bulk BST, 80% Ba (green solid); (lower panels) inverse internal dielectric permittivity
for BTO (red), STO (blue dashed) and Interfacial (orange dashed dotted) layers within the
BTO/STO superlattice.
BTO/STO superlattice (black solid line) for different strains. The blue, red, and green lines
in those upper panels refer to the dielectric permittivities of separate bulk calculations, not
to the external dielectric permittivities of the slabs, which equal that of the overall superlattice [118]. The lower panels of Figure 5.3 report the inverse internal dielectric response,
1/εint
33 , in the BTO, STO, and Interfacial layers using red, blue, and orange lines, respectively.
For technical reasons in our model, mentioned below, there are two Interfacial layers, one
STO layer, and seven BTO layers; we consider all layers of the same type together. Starting
with a very large 2.88% tensile strain, the superlattice only experiences a p to aa transition, according to Figure 5.1. We thus do not expect to observe a peak in the out-of-plane
external dielectric permittivity εext
33,tot , as confirmed in the rightmost panel in Figure 5.3.
Looking at 1/εint
33 , we observe NC in the BTO layers through the whole temperature range
represented, while STO and Interfacial layers have a nearly constant positive 1/εint
33 . The
sum rule for capacitances in series implies that maximizing the overall capacitance amounts
to maximizing the magnitude of 1/εint
33 of the ferroelectric layer at constant value of the
internal dielectric permittivity of the dielectric layers, explaining why the overall dielectric
permittivity of the BTO/STO superlattice is maximum at low temperature for this tensile
case, where 1/εint
33,BT O is largest.
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Figure 5.4: Inverse internal dielectric permittivity for BTO (red), STO (sky blue dashed)
and interfacial (orange dashed dotted) layers calculated by cumulant formulas and for BTO
(brown), STO (dark blue dashed), and Interfacial (green dashed dotted) by a direct approach
within the BTO/STO superlattice.
Note a direct approach as used in [118] that calculates εint
layer by finite differences upon
applying a small electric field:

εint
layer = 1 +

∆Player
,
(∆Ptot − ∆Player ) + ε0 ∆Eext

(5.9)

is in excellent agreement with the statistical approach we use; see Figure 5.4.
We next turn our attention to the −0.44% strained superlattice in Figure 5.3. According to Figure 5.1, the out-of-plane polarization must develop in an alternating multidomain
structure, and, correspondingly, a broad (between 175 K and 500 K) peak is observed in
the external dielectric permittivity; εext
33,tot is enhanced in this region relative to bulk STO.
However, at temperatures lower than 175 K, i.e., below the peak in the external dielectric
permittivity, an original inversion occurs: the internal dielectric permittivity of the ferroelectric multidomain BTO layer jumps to positive values while the STO layer now exhibits
negative dielectric permittivity. In the i phase where the switching is realized, the STO layer
adopts a similar multidomain pattern as the BTO layer.
To understand this switching of the negative capacitance between the BTO and STO
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layers, we plot the evolution of 1/εint
33 of the BTO (red circles), STO (blue squares) and
Interfacial (orange diamonds) layers with strain at 50, 300 and 700 K in Figure 5.5. The
STO layer shows NC only at low temperature for strains within regions of the phase diagram
with an out-of-plane multidomain configuration (see blue shaded area in Figure 5.1). The
upper panel of Figure 5.5 also shows that switching of NC between the STO and BTO
layers can be realized inside the same phase, state i, by changing strain. As Equation (5.3b)
indicates, negative internal dielectric permittivities occur when one of the layers is much
more polarizable than the overall structure [118]. We deduce that, below the switching
temperature, the dipolar fluctuations in the STO layer are more important than those in the
BTO layer; there are a few ways this can happen. First, as shown in Figure 5.3, bulk STO
becomes ferroelectric under compressive strain [133]; our model overcompensates slightly by
predicting bulk STO exhibits out-of-plane polarization, since it treats unstrained bulk STO
as effectively BST with 15% Ba concentration [27]. Then the STO layer can experience NC
in the usual way for ferroelectrics, especially as the BTO layer suffers an energy penalty
for developing a large polarization or depolarizing field [118]. Recent work also relies on
compressive strain to induce out-of-plane polarization for NC [119, 134], though not for a
switching like ours. Second, diffuse phase transitions in these superlattices imply the STO
layers can exhibit long tails of large dielectric response, even in the absence of a ferroelectric
transition in bulk STO, that exceed the diminished response of bulk BTO reflected by smaller
responses in the BTO layers.
5.4.1 Local Field Responses
Negative capacitance switching is associated with the separation of local fields and their
responses in the different layers. We show the stark separation of local fields and their
response in the different layers associated with the switching between the BaTiO3 and SrTiO3
layers of the (BaTiO3 )8 /(SrTiO3 )2 superlattice.
The upper panels of Figure 5.6 report the local contribution to the macroscopic electric
field experienced in the layer in the BTO (red), STO (blue dotted), and Interfacial (orange
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Figure 5.5: Inverse internal dielectric permittivity of the BTO (red circles), STO (blue
squares) and Interfacial (orange diamonds) layers for different strains, at 50 K (upper panel),
300 K (middle panel) and 700 K (lower panel) in the BTO/STO superlattice.
dotted dashed) layers of the superlattice for several misfit strains. The lower panels of Figure
5.6 report the response of these local field contributions to the externally applied field, which
are calculated using correlators as in Equation (5.3a). Negative capacitance occurs in a layer
when the field response goes negative. There are a few notable features.
• At higher temperatures (at all temperatures, in the case of the high tensile regime,
e.g., 2.88% strain), the Interfacial layers have a local field oppositely directed to and
larger in magnitude than the BTO and STO layers, which are almost equal to each
other.
• However, the field responses of the BTO and STO layers are opposite in sign and,
therefore, have opposite internal dielectric permittivities. Then the direction of the
field does not determine the occurrence of negative capacitance. Comparison of the
STO and Interfacial layers proves a similar point for the magnitude of the field and
sign of the internal dielectric permittivity.
• Outside the high tensile regime, at low temperatures, the fields in the BTO and STO
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Figure 5.6: (Upper panels) Local contribution to macroscopic electric field experienced in the
layer for BTO (red), STO (blue dashed) and interfacial (orange dashed dotted) layers within
the BTO/STO superlattice; (lower panels) response of the macroscopic field experienced
in the layer to an externally applied electric field for BTO (red), STO (blue dashed) and
interfacial (orange dashed dotted) layers within the BTO/STO superlattice.
layers adopt opposite orientations, generally with a larger magnitude in the STO layer.
• At lower temperature, the field settles to an almost constant value and its response
stiffens, reducing significantly in magnitude in each layer. In the BTO layer, except in
the high tensile regime, this reduction in magnitude involves a switch of sign. In the
−0.44% case and similarly intermediate strains, the STO and Interfacial layers exhibit
a switch of sign as well.
In this work, the two Interfacial layers have been treated together because our effective
Hamiltonian treats them the same way with respect to composition-dependent epitaxial
strain. (For technical details, see Chapter 2.) However, one of these layers (since we use
Ti-centered local modes the layer means a layer of TiO2 ) has Ba above and Sr below while
the other layer has the opposite orientation, i.e., the composition gradient is opposite. More
complicated behavior can result than in the BTO or STO layers. Therefore, it is worth
examining the (inverse) internal dielectric permittivities in all ten individual layers of the
superlattice in Figure 5.7. We are reassured to find that the two Interfacial layers exhibit the
same internal dielectric permittivity. We also find that, in our case, the internal dielectric
permittivities all BTO layers agree in sign throughout their temperature range, but that,
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Figure 5.7: Inverse internal dielectric permittivity for the individual layers of the BTO/STO
superlattice, where Layer 9 is the STO layer, Layers 8 and 10 are the Interfacial Layers, and
the rest are BTO layers.
when negative, the layers nearest to the interface exhibit the largest inverse values and hence
deliver the greatest amplification for overall capacitance.
5.4.2 Nanobubbles, Monodomains, And Enhancement Over Bulk
The inversion of the NC between the BTO and STO layers occurs for a range of compressive strains that extends to the nanobubble phase boundary in Figure 5.1. Within the
nanobubble phase (see −1.64% compressive strain), it appears that, despite a significant
decrease of 1/εint
33,ST O at 260 K, the STO layer never experiences NC when the BTO layer
switches from negative to positive capacitance near 260 K. The concurrent decrease in magint
nitude of 1/εint
33,ST O and 1/ε33,BT O prevents the global dielectric permittivity ε33,tot in Figure

5.3 to peak when BTO switches from negative to positive internal dielectric permittivity.
That is, both internal dielectric permittivities (and associated capacitances) of STO and
BTO diverge, but in opposite ways. Then the peak in ε33,tot for the nanobubble phase occurs
before the large NC magnitude increase in BTO. Similarly, no switching is observed at the
larger compressive strain −2.13% in Figure 5.1. Notably, the −2.13% strain, the boundary
between the nanobubble and monodomain phases, harbors the largest external dielectric
permittivity amongst all strains investigated. Reference [135] observed a similar maximal
response at the multidomain-monodomain transition under an appropriate bias field in a
BTO/STO superlattice, providing another illustration of how, through local field effects,
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misfit strain can mimic the application of an electric field [131].
On the other hand, the NC effect in the monodomain phase i0 has a distinct mechanism.
In this phase, no domain wall can move and overscreen the polarization as discussed in
[121, 123, 124]. Rather, we are working in the “incipient ferroelectric" regime [121], for which
1/εint
33 should be minimum at the transition temperature T↑↑ at which a monodomain polar
state forms [118]. This is approximately verified for the large compressive strain −2.13% in
Figure 5.3, where the peak of the dielectric permittivity of the BTO/STO SL coincides with
the minimum in the internal dielectric permittivity of the BTO layer. We also note that, in
Figure 5.3, the NC of the BTO layer is preserved well above the nominal transition point T0
of strained bulk BTO (characterized by the maximum of the dielectric permittivity in the red
dashed dotted curves of the upper panels, and by the solid red line in the phase diagram in
Figure 5.1), while [118, 121] mention its appearance only below T0 . As a matter of fact, within
our investigated range of temperature, only tensile strains show a positive capacitance of the
BTO layer at high temperature (not shown here). It could be a manifestation of the partially
order-disorder character [35, 51, 136, 137] (i.e., not totally displacive as considered by the
models in [118, 121]) of the ferroelectric transition in BTO, and highlights that negative
internal dielectric permittivities are linked with the relative strength of dipolar fluctuations
between dielectric layers rather than a particular dipole ordering.
As for enhancing overall capacitance by NC, we return to the top panels of Figure 5.3.
At the nanobubble-monodomain transition (−2.13% strain), a significant enhancement of
overall capacitance is realized relative to bulk BTO and BST, and at least eight times enhancement over bulk STO at its maximal response, compared with three times enhancement
in SrTiO3 /PbTiO3 superlattices [138]. Even where one or more of bulk BTO, STO, or
BST has a greater maximum of overall dielectric response, the diffusive character of the
multidomain transition in the superlattice allows for large capacitance over a much broader
temperature range closer to room temperature, intermediated by a nearly constant negative
dielectric response in the BTO layer over that range.
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5.5 Conclusion
In summary, our first-principles-based effective Hamiltonian calculations reveal the existence of negative internal dielectric permittivities in the BTO layer of a BTO/STO superlattice. These quantities are associated with (static) negative capacitance and allow the
tuning of overall capacitance, which is found to be largest at the phase boundary between
the ferroelectric monodomain and nanobubble states, in accordance with the optimization of
other physical properties (such as piezoelectricity) along the same boundary in other nanostructures [132]. In addition, we predict a previously unreported switching that exchanges
the negative capacitance between the BTO and STO layers at moderately low (∼ 200 K)
temperatures and strains (approximately between −1% and +1%), associated with both
ferroelectricity of STO under compressive strain and the diffusive character of the multidomain phase transition extending to the tensile regime. Moreover, significant enhancement of
the overall capacitance is realized relative to bulk BTO, STO, and BST at the nanobubblemonodomain transition. Furthermore, relative to these bulk materials, the superlattice significantly broadens the temperature range of large (positive) overall capacitance closer to
room temperature for all strains. We hope the demonstrated strain control improves the
technological and scientific viability of tunable negative capacitance devices.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

To conclude, in this thesis, we used large-scale atomistic simulations to explore some
functional emergent properties in (Ba,Sr)TiO3 nanocomposites and superlattices. For one
of the computational techniques, the effective Hamiltonian method, we also built a model
for the lead-free piezoelectric (1 − x)Ba (Zr0.2 Ti0.8 ) O3 − x (Ba0.7 Ca0.3 ) TiO3 (BCTZ-x) alloys
from first principles.
For a periodic nanocomposite consisting of a BaTiO3 nanowire embedded in a SrTiO3
medium, we used Monte Carlo simulations of a 38,880-atom supercell to construct a temperatureelectric field phase diagram, which exhibits the (coupled) polar and electrotoroidic orders
in this system. By locating the critical electric field regime at room temperature where the
ferroelectric and electrotoroidic transitions occur simultaneously, our simulations realized
new possibilities of temperature and electric field switching of electrical vortex phases. On
phenomenological grounds, it was expected that the optical activity predicted to occur in
this system would be maximized in this critical regime. Molecular dynamics simulations of a
1 GHz AC electric field applied in the presence of a fixed DC electric field verified that optical
rotation was indeed maximal in this regime. The possibility of optical rotation induced by
coupled polar and electrotoroidic order has since been experimentally verified [2]; our results
demonstrate one strategy to make this optical rotation large enough for use in real devices.
Within the architecture we consider, the operational temperatures and electric field can be
be further tuned by changing the wire size and distance between wires [97]. As strain is
another variable that can influence optical activity of electrical vortices [94], consideration
of nanostructures that are not necessarily stress-free may further extend these results, e.g.,
based on GeTe [139]. Applied electric fields can also be used to manipulate other optically
active polarization textures.
In a smaller version of the same nanocomposite, we use the effective Hamiltonian method
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together with exascale GPU-accelerated calculations in the LS3DF method to explore temperature and electric field control of optoelectronic properties such as the bandgap for vortex
and skyrmion polarization textures. Decreasing from the Curie temperature of this ferroelectric nanocomposite to 15 K can increase the bandgap by 0.3 eV. For an electrical skyrmion
prepared at 15 K; however, application of electric fields, even on the order of the coercive field,
only changes the bandgap by as much as 0.05 eV and in a non-monotonic way. When one
considers that the electrical vortices also exhibit a unique change of band alignment, they
are a more versatile platform for bandgap engineering and optoelectronics than electrical
skyrmions. Our results in both polarization textures uncovered an intriguing design principle for oxide heterostructures: by manipulating a local property like band angle distortion
distortion in one constituent material, one can manipulate a global property for the entire
heterostructure like the bandgap. This principle can be explored in other nanostructures,
including variants of the present nanocomposite system in nanowires and dots.
Focusing on the particular case of a periodic BaTiO3 /SrTiO3 superlattice, the final study
in this thesis articulates the view that the exciting but controversial notion of voltage amplification by negative capacitance is perfectly natural, provided one realizes that locally the
system is responding to internal (local) electric fields. These local responses collectively determine the global response to an externally applied voltage. Statistical fluctuation versions
are developed for formulas developed by previous authors; then our results can always be
interpreted microscopically in terms of dipolar fluctuations. We show how compressive misfit strains can be used to tune negative capacitance from room temperature (or lower) with
moderately enhanced capacitance to higher temperatures with colossal global capacitance
three to four times greater than for bulk SrTiO3 at the same strain. Microscopically, this
colossal capacitance regime occurs at the transition from nanobubbles to monodomain, itself
the limit of large ferroelectric domain sizes. For an intermediate range of misfit strains, we
predict an unprecedented switching of negative capacitance behavior from the BaTiO3 to
the SrTiO3 layers. For the system we study, our results can be generalized to more realistic
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electrical boundary conditions and dynamical versions of the external and internal dielectric
responses. All our considerations of misfit strain control apply in superlattices comprised of
other materials with potentially larger overall capacitance. The switching of localization of
negative capacitance behavior between constituent materials of superlattice can be sought
in materials under more practical conditions.
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